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ABSTRACT
' This thesis is a descriptive study involving the 

adaptation of the work of David Bleich in the area of 
subjective criticism to the" oral interpretation of litera= 
ture classroom*, Bleich6s work is designed for use in an 
English classroom? the adaptation of his work for the 
discipline of oral interpretation requires an integration 
of the tenets of subjective criticism with the tenets of 
oral interpretation and performance*

Subjective criticism is defined in this thesis as 
the organized study of the relationship between an individ
ual and literature arid the process which leads the individ
ual to a greater understanding of himself/herself through 
the re-creative process of reading and experiencing litera
ture* Subjective criticism is divided into four phases, 
each of which must be taught sequentially* Additionally, 
subjective criticism is composed of three components that 
work in conjunction with the four phases* The phases and 
components are used to aid the student in reaching an 
understanding of himself/herself in relation to literature *
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The adaptation of this method for use in the oral 
interpretation of literature classroom requires a condensa
tion of information concerning both subjective criticism 
and oral interpretation. This condensation is necessary 
to adequately accommodate performance.

This thesis illustrates how the various considera
tions necessary for the implementation of this supplemental 
technique may be used. Complete lesson plans, handouts, 
and exams for the semester system and the quarter system 

are offered.



CHAPTER ONE 

Overview
The art of criticism is as old as the art of 

literature and the art of oral interpretation, dating back 
to classical times when scholars such as Aristotle and 
Longinus set down critical guidelines for the study of 
literaturec From ancient to modern times criticism has 
functioned as a means of description, justification, 
analysis, and judgment of literatureo

Since the genesis of criticism, it has been possible 
to trace several trends or schools of thought, ranging from 
the Romantic School of Criticism responding to the Romantic 
School of Literature in the early nineteenth century, which
held that literature 1) was an expression/extension of the
author? 2) should be valued as though it were a living
organism? and 3) called for simple themes drawn from
humble life expressed in language of ordinary people 
(Pollard 1973, pp0 573-575), to the New Criticism School 
in the mid-twentieth century, which was essentially a 
protest against traditional modes of viewihg literature.
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which advocated viewing a piece of literature as am object* 
in and of itself complete« (Holman 1972*. ppo140=’141)

Throughout the history of criticism* trends and 
differing schools of thought arose as a reaction against 
preceding schools of thought* (Holman 1972* pp* 130=141)
The twentieth century has taken advantage of the history of 
criticism and is often termed the 00Age of Criticism80 
(Holman 1972* pc 140) because many of the critical 
approaches used in the past have been fused* creating a 
healthy eclecticism* from which readers and authors alike 
may benefit* The twentieth century Age of Criticism is 
characterised by the richness and complexity of the 
approaches employed* the rigor of critical application and 
the enthusiasm with which critics approach their appointed 
task* (Holman 1972* p* 141) Thus* the function and purpose 
of eritieism==description* justification* analysis* and 
judgment of literature— have remained a constant "factor08* 
but the emphasis has shifted* from a set of rules to a 
more flexible set of guidelines* nevertheless* from 
classical to modern times* increased emphasis has been 
placed on the role of objectivity in criticisms the critic 
must separate the self* his/her own feelings and thoughts*



from the object of the criticism^ (Holman, 1972? pQ 141)
This more or less objective critical stance is justifiable 
in the given contest of many of the schools of criticism,.

In the last twenty years„ however^ we have witnessed 
a shift in emphasis in terms of the objectivity required of 
the eritiCo (Holman 1972, pp0 515=516) numerous authors 
have explored one area of criticism, that is equally viable 
as a method to view literature« The area is globally 
termed msubjective criticism”  ̂ and, rather than viewing the 
literature in accordance with tenets set forth by other 
schools of criticism, subjective criticism allows the 
viewing of a piece of literature in terms of the person/ 
reader who subjectively re~ereates the work in accordance 
with his/her own perception and frame=of=referenceo Thus, 
the emphasis is not on the object of literature as being 
independent from all other variables,, nor the objectivity of 
the critic, but upon the literature as it is re-created by 
the person/readero As such, subjective criticism is a 
humanistic study, wherein the individual°s personality is 
the central focus, directing his/her attitudes and thoughts 
in terms of the literature0
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It should be noted that subjective criticism is not 
purely an invention of twentieth century scholarship* 
Subjective criticism really has at its roots the concept 
of "Humanism", and the humanistic emphasis has surfaced 
in varying degrees throughout the ages* (Bahn and Bahn 
1970, pp* 85-86) The first major humanistic emphasis may 
be seen in Classical Greek and Roman societies, where the 
focus was on the individual in learning about himself/ 
herself in cultural and practical interests* The best 
illustration of the humanistic emphasis may be seen in the 
Renaissance period, when, as a reaction against Scholastic
ism and Asceticism of the Medieval period, the society 
experienced a rebirth of human feeling and dignity and 
witnessed a revival of the Greek and Roman classics* 
Essentially the emergence of humanism can be seen through
out the ages as a reaction against Scholasticism and 
Asceticism, and is an attempt to place emphasis on the 
individual and the quality of being human*

If one looks at the global world history, not 
limiting oneself to the study of criticism, it is apparent 
that the concept of humanism has always been superceded by 
Scholasticism and the "scientific world view", stressing
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objective, scientific thought over the counterpart, subjec
tive feeling, in virtually every discipline= Generic man 
has a genuine need to "know", which has led to him being 
caught up in a whirlpool of factual information— verifiable 
data intended to expand the field of measurable knowledge,. 
Often at the expense of his/her own humanity, humankind 
has negated the humanistic elements of knowledge, forgetting 
that knowledge is first indexed by the individual involved 
in the learning process0 The rationale for the emphasis on 
objectivity can only be assumed,. One thing is certain: 
objective knowledge is far easier to judge and teach than 
subjective feelingo In short, the subjective response- 
centered emphasis has been slighted, in favor of the more 
manageable, objective, scientific stance«

In the field of literary criticism, teachers as well 
as critics have begun to recognize more fully the need to 
emphasize^the humanizing aspects of literature. English 
professors Robert Foulke and Joan Hartman write in 1976 
that

e;" o o the general malaise about the study of 
literature in colleges and universities arises as 
much from our inability to justify what we do as 
from the loss of confidence in the values and 
rewards of our subject,, » „ 0 after a decade of 
prestigious conferences and institutes involving



some•of the brightest and most knowledgeable men 
and women in our profession^ we have not got very 
far with defining our “field8" and justifying it. 
in “objective“ terms» Many of us are beginning 
to doubt that the study of literature can be 
justified as an objective discipline unless we 
are to ignore much of what happens in the process 
of readingQ (Foulke and Hartman 1976„ p0 468)

Gerald Berkus* member of the Committee on Undergraduate 
Curriculum of the College English Association* writes that 
“The main reason that many students seem to come to our 
literature courses these days is not to appreciate a novel* 
play* or poem as a work of art*, considered either by itself 
or in historical or generic content* but to learn more 
about themselves and their values through personal response 
to what they reado" (Foulke and Hartman 1976* p= 469)
Thus we see that the humanistic* subjective elements of 
reading and studying literature* how the individual 
responds to the piece of writing* once again surfaces as 
we approach the twenty=first centuryc

In the discipline of Oral Interpretation* a human™ 
istie study in its own right* criticism has aided performers 
and teachers in coming to understand various aspects of 
literatureo We have studied the various schools of litera
ture and criticism in order to better view* and thus* 
orally perform* the chosen piece of literature0 A



difference existsp however, in how the critic and the oral 
interpreter understand literatures for the critic,, litera
ture is the means to the end product? for the oral 
interpreter, the literature is the point of departure as 
well as the point of return* As such, the role of criticism 
in oral interpretation has come primarily in the in-between 
stages of performance preparations, usually as a mode of 
reinforcement for the performer*.

This thesis purports to illustrate how one area of 
criticism, subjective criticism, can be integrated through
out the entire process of teaching in the discipline of 
oral interpretation*

Background of the Study 
In 1975, David Bleieh, Professor of English at 

Indiana University, published Readings and Feelingss An 
Introduction to Subjective Criticism, in which he discusses 
a response=centered program for use in the teaching of 
literature* In the preface to this book. Professor Bleieh 
states?

The discipline of literary criticism is not simply 
the accumulation Of knowledge about what was written, 
but the study of how, why, and what happens when 
people-write and read* The history of criticism in 
modern times says that explication is the primary



act of criticism0 Critics must coxicentrate on 
“translating° literature into some other more 
intellectual language in order for the literature 
to foe- publicly viewed* This more or less “scien= 
tifie*0 attitude has created the dangerous and 
false impression that a work of literature is 
objectively independent and that it somehow fune= 
tions apart from those who write and read it0 
The fact is that a work of art or literature is 
rendered so by a perceiver.o 0 o o To say that 
perceptual processes are different in each person 
is to say that reading is a wholly subjective 
process and that the nature of what is perceived 
is. determined by the rules of the personality of 
the pereeivero (Bleieh 1975c Po 3)

Professor Bleieh illuminates a quandary which confronts the
modern educators even if one recognises the subjectivity
involved in readingp how does one teach and evaluate
student progress, in literature courses unless these
“measurables” are placed in an objective realm? Moreover0
how can one teach a feeling or an.emotion? It is to this
dilemmac subjectivity versus objectivity in the literature -
class room p. that Dr0 Bleieh directs his worko

. Bleieh advocates a wholly subjective approach to
the study of literature0 whereby the individual» using
himself/herself as the focal point5 can understand how his/
her feelings and emotions interact with literature0 The
Bleieh method seeks to show the function and. purpose of
literature by exploring “how” and “why” a piece of writing
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means t© an individual rather than "what65 the writing may 
have meant to the author,, the "intentional fallacy" 
argument (Wimsatt and Beardsley 1946)6 or "what" the writing
might mean in general terms0...

The Bleich method is based on the three sequential 
components of subjective criticisms perception^ affective 
responseand associative response* These three components 
surface in a "re=ereative” situation when the reader com= 
bines his/her experienceo frame«=©£=-re£erence» and social* ■ 
intellectual* emotional and spiritual development with that 
of the text of the literature* Thus* these components come 
into play when an individual takes a piece of literature 
and subjectively re-creates the experience presented by the 
author in the symbolic work according to his/her own level 
of development* The re-creative process is therefore based 
upon how the individual relates to the experience provided 
by the text of the literature*

Sit this juncture it is Important to note that the 
subjective re-creative process described in the Bleich 
method differs somewhat from the re-creative process 
familiar to oral.interpretation scholars* Jere’ Veilleux* 
in his textbook* Oral Interpretations The Re-Creation of
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Literaturen first discussed the process of re-creation for 
the oral interpreter<> (Veillerac 1967) According to Veilleux, 
"Oral interpretation is the art of re-creating a literary 
work (prose fiction, poetry, or drama) through the medium 
of oral reading by an interpreter to an audience»^
(Veilleux 1967, p0 1) Later Veilleux states that “For the 
interpreter to "re-create9 a piece of literature for an 
audience, he must not only understand what happens in his 
selection but how it happens,," (Veilleux 1967, p® 2) In 
terms of oral interpretation, according to VeilleUx, the 
re-creative process is an oral ones the performer orally 
re-creates the literature for himself/herself and the 
audienceo It must be remembered that the Bleieh method was . 
designed for and is used in an English literature classroom 
where the oral interpretation of literature is not stressed* 
Therefore^ in the Bleieh method the re-creative process 
takes place when the reader silently reads the literature 
and re-creates it subjectively according to his/her own 
perception and 'frame-of-reference* / Thus, it is possible to 
see that in the Bleieh method, the re-creative process is 
intrapersonal? in oral interpretation, the re-creative 
process is interpersonal*
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Further examination o£ the re-creative process may 
lead to the assumption that the Bleich method of re-creation 
may be the initial step in the re-creative process mani
fested in oral interpretation0 That is to say, the 
interpreter first must subjectively re-create the literature 
silently before re-creating it orally before an audience» 
This assumption is presented as an observation and may 
indeed serve as impetus for further study®

Importance of the Study 
Although Dr0 Bleich°s method of teaching is 

primarily designed for use in the English classroom, the 
principles and precepts upon which it is based are equally 
pertinent to the study of literature in the oral interpre
tation of literature classroom® Since literature is our 
point of departure and our point of return in oral

z  - "

interpretation, we must understand how and why literature 
functions in our minds as well as in the minds of our 
students® It is this writer°s experience that many 
instructors acknowledge that feelings and emotions are 
closely aligned with literature, but far too often in the 
classroom setting these feelings and emotions are super- 
ceded by an emphasis on literary analysis and correct
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methods of performance» The process of perception, 
affective response and associative response, described by 
Dr0 Bleich, is what we hope will intuitively occur when 
our students undertake performance preparations® Unfortu
nately, these feelings and emotions are often left to 
chance, and without direction, the students may not have the 
ability to recognize and profit by such a subjective 
response process® The student may be able to analyse and 
perform, but the subjective process, how the student feels 
about and with the literature, is often glossed over® In 
such cases it seems that an essential component of our 
art— the individual— is absent® By utilising the Bleich 
response-centered program as a supplemental technique for 
the teaching of oral interpretation, we may be able to 

provide a service to both the students as well as the 
literature we utilise in our classes®

Furthermore, we have long been aware of the 
therapeutic value and healing power associated with 
literature® Aristotle, in his treatise. The Poetics„ 
spoke of how poetry serves as catharsis or the purging of 
emotion for the person/reader® (Butcher 1951) More recently
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the use of poetry therapy, first begun approximately two 
hundred years ago in this country and made popular in the 
1960's by Eli Greifer and Dre Jack Leedy, has gained in 
popularity with scores of professionals, from psychiatrists 
to English professors* (Leedy 1973) Poetry therapy is a 
tool which therapists use to help patients express thoughts 
and feelings which stem from the reading of select pieces of 
literature* As such, poetry therapy is used to aid people

I
in dealing with a myriad of problems from severe mental dis
orders to difficulties in achieving self-actualization*
Poetry therapy emphasizes treatment of the individual, using 
the individual's experience realm to provide the necessary 
impetus for discussing problems* The Bleich response- 
centered curriculum is similar to the approach taken in 
poetry therapy? but whereas poetry therapy centers on treat
ment, the Bleich method encourages personal growth experience* 
It is apparent that by utilizing the Bleich response- 
■ .centered curriculum that we may be providing an additional 
tool for the student— self-help* The Bleich method cannot 
replace therapy when needed, but the Bleich method may be a 
survival tool, a. means of "preventive medicine", whereby 
the participant is able to learn to vocalize, either
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publicly or privately* his/her o%m subjective thoughts and 
feelings* thereby keeping the being in a state of balance0 
Whereas objective critical, approaches tend to obscure the 
role of the individual in the function and purpose of 
literature* subjective criticism allows for the idea of the 
“self60 in viewing literature0

Statement of the Problem 
The use of the Bleich method in the oral interpre

tation of literature classroom requires both analysis of 
the method and adaptation of that methods First* since the 
Bleich teaching method is primarily designed for use in the 
English classroom* the use of this method in the oral 
interpretation of literature classroom would present certain 
foreseeable difficulties* the most obvious of which is 
performance 0 The institution of this method would necessi
tate modification of the amount of material covered as well 
as the approach taken so that performance could be 
adequately accommodated*

Second* institution of the Bleich response-centered 
teaching method in the oral interpretation of literature 
classroom may be negatively viewed by the students because 
of the amount of self-disclosure involved* Resistance may
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result from these negative attitudes that would hamper the 
effectiveness and success of this teaching methodo Dr* 
Bleich proposes a full year of study to develop self- 
disclosure,, Adaptation to a one semester course involving 
performance may,well give rise to difficulties for those 
who are not attuned to their own feelings and accustomed 
to expressing them*

Justifications 
There are four primary justifications for offering 

the Bleich method as a supplemental technique for our 
disciplineo Firstc the method offers an intensely personal, 
humanistic approach to the study of literature» The student 
is treated individually rather than collectively0 The 
method allows a place for feelings and emotions that 
naturally stem from reading, heretofore thought to be taboo 
in many classrooms* The method also serves as a reinforce
ment factor, whereby the student may recognize that his/her 
feelings and emotions— how he/she responds to the 
literature— are just as valuable and important as those of 
the professional literary critico

Second, this method places equal emphasis on the 
literature and the reader* Because of this equal emphasis.
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the Bleich method allows room for true communion, thereby 
permitting a closer relationship between literature and 
reader throughout the entire process, a relationship some
times neglected or glossed over in some of our current 
teaching methodso

Third, this method teaches the student how to 
utilize literature in a functional manner» This method may 
serve as a survival tool or "preventive medicineM for the 
studento Through the use of the Bleich method we are not 
only teaching students to express their thoughts, feelings, 
and emotions, the very raw affective response that is 
usually kept inside the being in the more objective class
room, but we are also allowing a functional method for 
helping the student to learn what it means to be human.

Fourth, and most important to this investigation, 
the Bleich teaching method offers a tangible, practical 
approach to subjectively viewing literature0 The theoreti
cal construct and practical base are available? the emphasis 
of this thesis is to illustrate how and why this method 
can provide a supplemental technique for the oral interpre
tation of literature classroom.
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Ds f initions
In Readings and Feelingse An Introduction to 

Subjective Criticism (Bleich 1975) „■ Professor Bleich does 
not offer a concise, explicit definition of subjective 
criticismo For this it is necessary to turn to Bleich°s 
more.recent treatise entitled. Subjective Criticism* (Bleich 
1978)

In Subjective Criticism* Bleich states that
Subjective criticism is a.way of reaching knowledge 
of language and literature, of bearing responsi
bility for it, and of assembling collective interests 
in the pursuit of such knowledge 0 o « Subjective 
criticism assumes that each person°s most urgent 
motivations are to understand himself, and that the 
simplest path to this understanding is awareness of 
one0 s own language system as the agency of conscious
ness and self-direction0 The distinction 0 0 = 
between real objects, symbolic objects, and people, 
suggests that in English, the ’’real"’ objects are 
words and texts? the symbolic objects are language 
and literatureo The subject is people, who speak, 
read, and writeo (Bleich 1978, pp0 294-298)

Thus, Professor Bleich offers a more tangible definition of
the area he discusses in Readings and ss An Intro
duction to Subjective Criticismo

Drawing from Bleich0s attempt to define subjective 
criticism, this writer provides the following as an opera
tional definition of subjective criticismo Subjective
criticism shall be defined in this thesis as the organized
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study of the relationship between individuals and literature 
and the process which leads the individual to a greater 
awareness and understanding of himself/herself through the 
re-ereative process of reading and experiencing literature0

Sources for the Study 
The primary source for this study is Bleich0 s book. 

Readings and Feelingss An Introduction to Subjective 
Criticism* (Bleich 1975) Additional sources include 
general works written concerning subjective criticism* 
Interpretation texts and articles dealing with interpreta
tion , and articles dealing with subjective criticism will 
also be utilised*

Limitations of the Study 
This thesis will be limited to an investigation of 

the realm of subjective criticism as explained and 
illustrated by David Bleich* ' When necessary for clarifica
tion or explanation, select references will be made to 
related materials*

This thesis is a descriptive study* The basic 
methodology will involves 1) a review of current methods
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used in the oral interpretation of literature classroom?
2) a thorough description of the Bleich method? 3) a 
critical evaluation of the Bleich method? and 4) a descrip= 
tiom of a course proposal of the Bleich method for the oral 
interpretation of literature class =,

The current practices used in the oral interpretation 
of literature classroom were ascertained through an exami
nation of the five most popular oral interpretation text
books = The selection of these five texts— The Art of 
Xnterpretation 3rd edition (Bacon 1979) 0 Communicative 
Reading 4th.edition. (BowenAggertt, Riekert 1978)» The . 
Communicative Act of Oral Interpretation (Brooks, Bahn,
Okev 1975)„ Oral Interpretation 5th edition (Lee and Galati 
1977), and The Perception and Evocation of Literature 
(Roloff 1973)— was determined by an informal survey of 
interpretation instructors. Thirty survey questionnaires 
were randomly distributed to instructors throughout the 
United States, (see Appendix A). Of the thirty question
naires distributed, twenty-three were returned. The chosen 
texts were examined in light of two variabless 1) the 
relative subjectivity of treatment? and 2) the degree of 
theoretical orientation.
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Next, the Bleach method is thoroughly discussed 
and then critically evaluated., The evaluation is divided 
into the following five categoriess evaluation of the 
method, evaluation of the major assumptions of the method, 
evaluation of the justifications of the method, pedogogical 
problems of the method, and logical problems (internal 
relationships) of the method*

Third, the Bleich method is juxtaposed with the 
current approaches in oral interpretation to point out the 
heterogeneity and homogeneity within the approaches* The 
final step in the methodology is the discussion of a 
course proposal for use of the Bleich method in the oral 
interpretation classroom*

Review of Available Literature 
This writer has found no previous study which 

sought directly to relate the realm of subjective criticism 
as presented by David Bleich to the discipline of oral 
interpretation* .

In the discipline of English, the realm of subjec
tive criticism has attracted a minimal amount of attention* 
Dissertation Abstracts revealed no studies dealing in this
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area* Most of the work completed thus far is in published 
f o r m a  complete list of which may be found in the 
bibliographic section of this thesis*

Review of Oral Interpretation Texts 
In examining the five.most popular oral interpreta

tion texts currently in use in basic classes, it is possible 
to see a wide spectrum of approaches and emphases, ranging 
from the more classically traditional approach taken by 
Lee and. Galati in Oral Interpretation 5th edition, to Leland 
Roloffs holistic approach in The Perception and Evocation 
of Literature, to oral interpretation as a communicative 
act, as presented by Brooks, Bahn, and Okey, in The 
Communicative Act of Oral Interpretation* A'brief' review 
of these texts is necessary to illustrate that the current 
trends and approaches differ significantly from the proposed 
use of the Bleich response=centered method in the oral 
interpretation of literature classroom* The texts are 
examined in light of two variables: 1) the relative
subjectivity of treatment? and 2) the degree of theoretical 
orientation^ The texts wil1 be placed on a continuum, 
discussing first the more objective texts and then moving 
to the more subjective ones*
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Oral Interpretation 5th edition (Lee and Galati 
1977)» is the most traditionally based texto The authors 
define oral interpretation as "the art of communicating to 
an audience a work of literary art in its intellectual, 
emotional, and aesthetic entirety." (Lee and Galati 1977, 
p0 3) Lee and Galati take an objective stance0 In fact, 
the only real mention of the subjective nature involved in 
reading comes when the task of the interpreter is discussed:
” o o o- it is the task of the interpreter to perceive and 
to share with the audience, the intellectual, emotional, 
and aesthetic qualities of the material, not as separate 
entities but as a unified and coordinated wholeo" (Lee and 
Galati 1977, p„ 7) The Lee and Galati text is more tech
nique oriented and more mechanical in nature than the others0 

Authors Brooks, Bahn, and Okey, in The Communicative 
Act of Oral Interpretation (1975), define oral interpreta= 
tion as a “communicative act8" which "is the process by which 
a reader, communicating from the manuscript through vocal 
and physical suggestions, stimulates a listener response 
that is favorable to the reader's judgments of the intent of 
the literatureo" (Brooks, Bahn, Okey 1975, pp, 25=26) The 

authors do note that “Human behavior is dependent, in large
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part„ on past experiences and associationss which differ 
from person to per sonTherefore^ the reader's response to 
the literature and his communication of that response are 
governed, in part, by his own experiences and associationso“ 
(Brooks, Bahn, Okey 1975, pQ 31) Thus, Brooks, Bahn, and 
Okey acknowledge the subjective nature of reading, but give 
no advice to. the reader as to how to increase his/her 
responseo The text is laden with theories and models for. 
understanding oral interpretation as a communicative act* 

Bowen, Aggertt, and Rickert, in Communicative 
Reading 4th edition (1978), define interpretative reading as 
"the communication of the reader°s experience of the author's 
ideas, and feelings to the eyes and ears of an audience, so 
that both the reader and the audience experience and 
appreciate the author's literary creationo11 (Bowen, Aggertt, 
Rickert 1978, p* 8) Thus, these authors acknowledge more 
fully the role of the individual in the interpretation 
process* Further, these authors state that "The art of 
interpretative reading concerns itself with more than mere 
translation of written words into sounds* It concerns 
itself with the communication of human experience © * *
Human experience cannot be handed from one individual to
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another? it is only transferred in terms of expressed 
meaning communicated from the artist to the viewer or hearer 
through some sort of symbol systems shapes,, colors, sounds, 
or actionso" (Bowen, Aggertt, Bickert 1978, p„ 6) These 
authors assume a more theoretical, subjective stance, taking 
into account the humanistic elements of reading literature, 
but they neglect to explain the process in full*

In The &rt of Interpretation- 3rd edition, Wallace 
Bacon defines interpretation as the "study of literature 
through the medium of oral performance where the medium is 
^°in_% itself a process of defining,," (Bacon 1979, p» 6) 
Bacon goes on to state that "Literature involves both the 
head and the heart==the mind and the emotions „ „ * To be 
enjoyed and to be profitable, literature must make some 
contact with the reader,. Literature does not ask for 
identification „ „ „ but it does ask for participation in 
the ongoing feelings of the poem*" (Bacon 1979, p c 9)
Bacon treats oral interpretation in a more subjective way, 
talking about oral interpretation as a process and a 
translation^ The book is oriented more in terms of theory 
with the humanistic thread throughout*



is glossed over, and, at best, leaves this personal 
development to chance 0

Outline of Chapters 
This thesis is composed of five chapters0 Chapter 

one is a general introduction to the thesis, and includes 
justifications and limitations of the study, operational 
definitions, a discussion of the methodology, a review of 
the literature, and a review of the oral interpretation 
textbooks* Chapter two is a thorough description of the 
Bleich method as presented in Readings and Feelingsg An 
Introduction to Subjective Criticism* (Bleich 1975)
Chapter three is a critical evaluation of the Bleich method, 
illustrating and highlighting major concepts and isolating 
problem areas* Chapter four illustrates how subjective 
criticism may be used in the oral interpretation of litera
ture classroom and offers suggested approaches for its 
implementation* Chapter five contains conclusions drawn 
from this study and offers further suggested avenues for 
exploration and research*



CHAPTER TWO 

Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the 

reader with a thorough description of the major tenets of 
the Bleich teaching method as it is presented in Readings 
and Feelings: An Introduction to Subjective Criticism
(Bleich 1975) To facilitate in the reading and under™ 
standing of such a description, this writer will divide 
this information into six sections, corresponding to the 
six divisions that Professor Bleich delineates»

Section Ones Introduction 
Bleich begins his book with a general introduction 

where he initiates a discussion of the relationship between 
knowledge and emotion,. The vehicle he utilizes for this 
discussion is an examination of classroom recollections„
He maintains that "the interest of our school memories is

patently emotional = = » whether it is the growth or the 
pain, it is the lingering emotion which gives those 
remembered scenes their vitality today," (Bleich 1975, p* 1)

' 27
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Thus Bleich states that it is the emotional experience 
which precedes and establishes our conscious memory of any 
evento Bleich extends this discussion by speaking of those 
who “have remained in school through adulthood and .ZThaveJT' 
become teachers*" (Bleich 1975» p* 1) As teachers, we come 
to expect that rarely will students enjoy the subject we 
are teaching and therefore we should be content to impart 
the basic skills and knowledge necessary for our students 
to gain an understanding of the information* Bleich says 
that as teachers "we are taught to assume that enjoyment 
can only come after understanding and skill acquisition, 
that feeling in general can only be indulged in after the 
knowledge is acquired* The only feeling consciously con
fronted in the classroom is frustration, and then only 
because this feeling stands in the way of learning *” (Bleich 
1975, p* 2) In essence, Bleich is discussing a commonly 
held assumption of educators: educators are trained to
discover, structure, and offer information to students in 
the hope that the students will understand and comprehend* 
This process is purely objective, focusing primarily on 
knowledge? emotion is eliminated from the situation* Bleich 
maintains that “This basic separation of emotion from
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learning characterizes our overall attitude once we jump 
over to the other side of the desko" (Bleich 1975# p0 2)

This "rational" attitude# says Bleich, is more "our 
conscious attitude rather than our basic intuitionc," (Bleich 
1975# p0 2) By objectifying our behavior# by dealing purely 
with subject matter# educators are more able to put aside 
any and all emotions and feelings they may otherwise bring 
to the classroom* There remains a certain emotional detach
ment# a non-involvement# a safety valve# when one eliminates 
emotion from the classroom* Bleich feels that this objec
tifying routine serves an important functions “it averts 
the emotional demands of the classroom situation# it denies 
our; uncertainties with regard to how to handle our feelings 
and those of our students# and it replaces our uncertainties 
with the simpler elements of excercising authority*" (Bleich 
1975# p* 2) It is when we abandon this routine# when we 
trade in the objective position for a more subjective one# 
that we are "forced to take into consideration how feelings 
and knowledge interact*" (Bleich 1975# p* 2)

Bleich notes a trend in recent years in which the 
more traditional modes of classroom teaching are being 
replaced by more modern teaching and classroom activities*
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He acknowledges the ever-increasing need for classroom 
relevance and maintains that this heed has surfaced of late 
because students and teachers are becoming more aware "of 
the need to feel the connection between knowledge and the 
overbearing emotional concerns of their lives*" (Bleich 
1975, p* 2) He goes on to say that "The need to feel the 
meaning of knowledge is not confined to active and restless 
minorities? it is present in all people to the degree that 
they wish to know anything at all*" (Bleich 1975, pp* 2-3) 
This need has always preceded the acquisition of knowledge* 
Knowledge, says Bleich, "is achieved only because of the 
passion to know and discover*" (Bleich 1975, p0 3)

This passion to feel the meaning of knowledge is 
especially applicable to the discipline of literature and 
language* Bleich maintains that "literature and art are 
perhaps the most directly human of the humanistic disci
plines*" (Bleich 1975, p* 3) Further, "The content of 
literature, its origin, and its effect on readers all call 
for sophisticated understanding of emotional life*" (Bleich 
1975, po 3) Yet, in modern forms of criticism the emphasis 
on explication and translation has been one of the principal 
forms of viewing literature* Bleich feels that this has
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become a "scientific" critical posture and has led to "the 
dangerous and false impression that a work of literature 
is objectively independent and that it somehow functions 
apart from those who write and read it0" (Bleich 1975* p0 3) 
Bleich restates that "The discipline of literary criticism 
is not simply the accumulation of knowledge about what was 
written but the study of how* why* and what happens when 
people write and reado" (Bleich 1975* p0 3) Thus we see 
that Bleich places emphasis on the human element in the 
area of literary criticism*

Bleich further builds his premise by stating that 
"a work of art or literature must be rendered so by a 
perceiver0" (Bleich 1975* po 3) The process of perception 
differs with each individual* As Bleich States* “To say 
that perceptual processes are different in each person is 
to say that reading is a wholly subjective process and that 
the nature of what is perceived is determined by the rules 
of the personality of the perceiver*" (Bleich 1975* p* 8) 
Therefore* to make such responses valuable to the individ
ual * a more subjective approach to literary study is 
advised* Professor Bleich does not wish to condemn 
traditional literary instruction* such as reading for
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textual meaningB plot, structure and the like? on the 
contrary, he recognizes the beneficial aspects of such 
programs of study when they are placed in a continuum 
perspective,, Instead, Bleich advocates getting back to 
"basics", in the individual sense0 He seeks to emancipate 
the beginning student of literature from the cumbersome 
task of solely studying literary traditions so that the . 
student may better understand his/her basic emotional 
relationship to literature, so that he/she may better under- 
stand how he/she thinks, feels, and reacts to literature 
and the formulation of literary judgmentSo He does not 
wish to separate emotion from learning, thinking from 
perceiving, reading from feeling» Bleich wishes to examine 
the individual in relation to his/her personal perception 
of the literature and how and to what extent the individual 
is affected by the literature* By doing so, "we are not so 
much shifting the habits of literary study as we are 
expanding them*" (Bleich 1975, p* 4)

Bleich bases his study upon the major assumption 
that all human beings, despite age factors, are "I" centered 
that is to say, people view life experiences in relation to
themselves* (Bleich 1975, p= 4) Individuals react to their

. ' . - '

*o
.
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emotional response as it associates with or to an experience, 
they do not react solely to that particular experience* 
Individual personality, closely tied to emotion, is an 
overriding factor in all aspects of human behavior» There
fore, it is necessary to recognize the role which person
ality and emotion play in the individual's perusal of 
literary works0 Bleich goes on to explain that when these 
roles are stimulated they produce an internal motive for 
readingo This internal motive ""is the awareness that 
reading can produce new understanding of oneself „ „ a 
genuinely new conception of one's values and tastes as well 
as one's prejudices and learning difficulties0M (Bleich 
1975, pp0 3-4) The "I" tunes into a "kind of 'bank” of 
motives that all people have, motives derived from the 
instinctive concerns of being alive— pleasure, self-esteem, 
intelligence, love*" (Bleich 1975, po 4) Bleich advocates 
the utilization of this "'bank” of motives" to contact 
those feelings and emotions in their association with 
literary study0

According to Bleich, "The role of personality in 
response ^ t o  literature^ is the most fundamental fact of 
criticism." (Bleich 1975, p. 4) Since personality variables
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are so closely aligned to emotion, it is logical that to 
study the role of criticism, we start by studying the role 
of personalityo Thus, Bleich0s primary purpose is "to 
provide a means for presenting literature in a way that 
will produce an internal motive for reading and thinking 
about literatureo" (Bleich 1975, p 0 3) This internal motive 
will, in turn, allow the individual to assess for himself/ 
herself criticism of literature in terms of personality 
variableso He advocates the viewing of literature, and the 
private and public criticism thereof, within its percep
tually subjective realm rather than as an "objectively 
independent" commodity, (Bleich 1975, p, 3)

Because subjective criticism involves examining both 
"a reaction to our emotional responses plus an experience," 
(Bleich 1975, p, 5) it would seem on the surface that 
utilization of this type of course of study would necessi
tate an in-depth understanding of personality theory,
Bleich, using his classroom experiences as a guide, states 
that any explanation of personality theory "has a deadening 
effect, except on the most enlightened and motivated 
students," (Bleich 1975, p, 5) The primary aim in the 
study of subjective criticism is to "produce an awareness
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of one0s own personality? the explanation of it comes 
latero" (Bleich 1975# p<, 5) Thus, the purpose is to stimu
late the internal motivation, rather than to create or 
develop motivatioho- Allowing the students to see how 
emotional responses function is more beneficial initially? 
the articulation of these responses by the students will 
followo As Bleich statess “Students can discover for 
themselves in their own lives the habits, the impulses, the 
feelings, and the imagery which form the basis of what we 
understand about personality development(Bleich 1975, 
p0 5) Thus, the parameters of personality are set by the 
individual and from the person comes the explanation of 
his/her own personality^.

Bleich divides the study of subjective criticism 
into four phases, “the length of each to last either a 
semester or a full year or more*" (Bleich 1975, p0 5) The 
four phases comprising the course of study are “Thoughts 
and Feelings,“ “Feelings About Literature,” "Deciding on 
Literary Importance,” and "Interpretation as a Communal 
Acto” (Bleich 1975, p0 5) The course is so structured 
that each phase must be taught sequentially0 “The logic of 
this sequencesays Bleich,“is that it proceeds outward.
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so to speak„ from the most primitive» automatic, and 
unconscious experiences to the most complex and lately 
developed capacities-'-'intellectual and communal thought 
and interaction0" (Bleich 1975, p» 5)

Bleich concludes his introductory remarks by fore- 
warning readers that his course of study "is not simple and 
itself requires some study*" (Bleich 1975, p<, 6) Once the 
principles and precepts are understood, the course can be 
"enjoyable and interesting” to all involved^ (Bleich 1975, 
p0 6) "Above all," states Bleich, "it ZTthe course of 
studyJ7 produces the palpable feeling, surprising to most 
students, that reading a book or a poem can have some very 
important connections with the things that most concern 
and preoccupy themu" (Bleich 1975, p* 6)

Section Twos Thoughts and Feelings
Phase one, "Thoughts and Feelings," serves as the

introduction to the use of subjective criticism as a
teaching method« Here Bleich works to illustrate that
thoughts and feelings are not independent processes, but
that they are closely aligned* Bleich states that

Thought has always been managable, social, disin
terested, while feelings are unwieldy, private and 
altogether preoccupied with the self* The
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traditional way to deal with feelings in group 
situations-— but frequently in private as well—  
is to ignore or delay them, and follow one8 s ' 
rational thoughts as if they were utterly 
independent of how one feels0 (Bleich 1975,
P. 7)

Thus, Bleich points out that thought has always been 
considered to be objective while feelings have been con
sidered subjectiveo

Bleich maintains, however, that all articulated 
thoughts have feelings as their basis for express ion =,
(Bleich 1975, p0 8) In other terms, a statement of thought, 
usually assessed as being objective, in actuality finds its 
genesis as a subjective feeling* The subjective feeling 
always consists of a value judgment? is this acceptable or 
unacceptable according to what I value? (Bleich 1975, p0 8) 
When the feeling is translated into thought, translated 
from the private intrapersonal process to the more public 
interpersonal process, the observer shifts the emphasis 
from himself/herself, the "I" center, to the object he/she 
is evaluatingo (Bleich 1975, p0 8) Nonetheless, whether 
it is implicit or explicit, the value is present within 
the context of the statement»

Bleich states that we are taught to objectify our 
feelings early on: "Our linguistic forms of discourse seem
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especially to facilitate speaking of what we perceive to be
outside ourselves before speaking of what we know to be
insidee And psychologically it is safer to speak of some
thing other than ourselves, even though what is most 
important is the test of our judgment that such a statement 
represents*" (Bleich 1975, p* 9) In the traditional school 
setting we are encouraged to treat everything in a quasi- 
scientific mode * We are taught that feelings have no place
in the system and they are not to be publicly shared*

In order to utilize this method, Bleich feels that 
it is necessary to replace the emphasis currently on 
Objectivity with an emphasis on subjectivity* He states 
that to begin an examination of the subjective response, 
one must have a workable conception of the "two basic 
components which contribute to any individua10 s emotional 
response to anything— AFFECT and ASSOCIATION *“ (Bleich 1975, 

Po 11)
Affect, says Bleich, "is a kind of raw emotion and 

is usually describable in very familiar terms*" (Bleich 
1975, p* 11) Affect serves as the baseline which generates 
the most primal emotions such as love, hate, jealousy, 
anger, etc* (Bleich 1975, p« 11) In addition, affect is
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"usually accompanied by physiological correlatives— changes
 ̂ ' C=B&in heartrate, perspiration, respiration „ <, *"

(Bleich 1975, p0 11) An affective response is usually 
produced in association with a value judgment and is, there
fore, the most honest and subjective response that can be 
obtained from an individual* (Bleich 1975, pp* 11-12)

The associative response is linked closely to the 
affective response* Once the individual has reached an 
affective response, he/she generally associates that 
response with an experience or anecdote which produced the 
same or similar type of affective response in the past* 
(Bleich 1975, p* 12) This process, affect plus association, 
usually occurs simultaneously and is the basis for the 
subjective response to literature* (Bleich 1975, p* 12) 

Because the objective conditioning response is 
usually great, Bleich begins his classes with a sensitiza
tion process in which he elicits an emotional response from 
the students by utilizing a non^literary example* He 
suggests using statements such as "men are smarter than 
women" or "women are smarter than men*" (Bleich 1975, pp* 
9=10) Such statements invite strong.affect plus associative 
responses which serve both as the impetus for class
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discussion and as a means by which to sort out the genuine 
types of responseso (Bleich 1975,, p0 10) Bleich suggests 
using this process until the class members are accustomed 
to and comfortable with it and have become sensitized to 
the expression of their subjective feelings* Once this has 
been accomplished, the class can move to literary examples 
for the same type of response*

Just as Bleich identifies the "I"' as being the 
individual's central focus, he further specifies an area 
he attributes principally to "adolescents*" Defining 
"adolescents” as students "ages 12 to 22," (Bleich 1975, 
p* 18) Bleich argues that "sexuality is the cardinal con
cern of adolescents* It is of concern less as a subject 
matter than as an overbearing fact of development— • 
physiological, psychological, and social*" (Bleich 1975, 
p* 17) This preoccupation is not always blatantly obvious, 
as in direct or explicit sexual gestures, but is always 
present in the adolescent’s thinking process* Bleich feels 
that this preoccupation can be used by the instructor to 
bring out "a new, serious awareness and understanding of 
the role of emotional life in intellectual development*11 
(Bleich 1975, p* 20)
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Bleich further discusses the role of analysis in 
his teaching method0 He warns that a method such as his 
should not be used as a means to analyze individual 
respondentSo (Bleich 1975, p0 15) Bleich states that "this 
is not a gut-spilling operation or a ’touchy-feely" group 
experience o(Bleich 1975, p0 15) He advises the instruc
tor using the method to stress that the analysis should be 
aimed at the response rather than at the person responding* 
As Bleich states, "The analysis of a response is an attempt 
to reach understanding and not an attempt to cope with 
illness or change behavior* Any diagnosis performed in 
class by either student or teacher will destroy the sense 
of mutual trust and common search for understanding*" 
(Bleich 1975, p* 13) He recognizes that the instructor may 
not be adequately trained in the tenets of psychology and 
thereby urges that the instructor make the distinction and 
resist any urge to attempt a clinical, "Freudian" psycho
analysis, and discourage his/%er students from this as 
well/ (Bleich 1975, p* 12)

In addition, Bleich discusses the importance of the 
role of the instructor* SinCe the course is based upon 
subjective response where there are no right or wrong



answersv the instructor serves more as a facilitator and 
participant rather than a teacher in the traditional sense* 
Although the instructor must also keep order and serve as 
an example to his/her students„ the instructor's primary 
responsibility is to sift through the offered responses to 
determine the viability and importance of those responses* 
(Bleich 1975, p* 15) Further, the instructor must have the 
ability to "pay attention to which students offered which 
feelings and associations and keep them straight in his 
mind*“ (Bleich 1975, p* 16) Bleich feels that the instruc
tor also serves as a role model, and his/her leadership can 
best be exemplified by his/her own participation in the act 
of subjective response* He/She should be able and willing 
to offer responses and augment discussion with examples 
and illustrations in much the same manner as required of 
the students* (Bleich 1975, p* 16)

Section Three: Feelings About Literature
In the introductory comments to phase two, "Feelings 

About Literature," Bleich states that "Once a person has 
seen his responses in action in a general way and how they 
are constantly functioning, literature becomes less a 
subject he learns in school than a special opportunity to
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engage the emotions and thoughts foremost in his mindo” 
(Bleich 1975, p<, 20) Before the student can engage in this 
"special opportunity" he/she must first arrive at a defini
tion of literatureo

Bleich observes that many individuals know what 
literature is but often cannot formulate a specific defini- 
tiono He believes this is so because there really are no 
set definitions of literature according to the subjective 
realm, (Bleich 1975, p, 20) As Bleich states, "it is the 
reader who determines whether a piece of writing is 
literature c » = a piece of writing becomes literature as a 
result of a subjective decision that it is literature," 
(Bleich 1975, pp, 20-21) Stated differently, it is up to 
the individual to determine whether or not a work is 
actually literature for him/her. The work becomes litera
ture to an individual because he/she makes the subjective 
decision that it is literature. The individual therefore 
sets his/her own parameters for his/her personal value 
judgment. When an individual identifies a piece of writing 
as literature, he/she is assessing it as such because he/ 
she has taken the symbolic work and subjectively re-created 
it. When he/she articulates this, translating feeling into
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thought, he/she is objectifying his/her subjective re-
creation0 Bleich statess

o o o one does not spend much time thinking about 
whether a poem is a poenu The relevance of our 
private decision that it is a poem is that we are 
once again reminded that the essence of a symbolic 
work is not in its visible sensory structure or in 
its manifest semantic load but in its subjective 
re-creation by a reader and his public presentation 
of that re-creation0 (Bleich 1975, p0 21)

It is important to remember that this re-creative process 
is based upon how the individual relates to the experience 
provided by the piece of writing; what an individual reader 

may term “literature’0 now may not be true in the future 
and vice versa0

In phase two Bleich discusses three components 
important to the re-creative process: perception, affective
response, and associative response0 These components are 
to be used in sequence, according to their respective level 
of difficulty,, (Bleich 1975, p„ 21)

Perception involves asking the students to rewrite 
a piece of literature, Bleich suggests using poetry, in 
their own words* (Bleich 1975, p* 21) The aim of this 
phase is to illustrate what the student sees within the 
work or what he/she thinks the author says within the work* 
(Bleich 1975, p* 2l) Bleich does not wish to illuminate
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mistakes but seeks to "try to understand the patterns of 
perceptual emphasis in each reader and to suggest how these 
patterns will be relevant in understanding the reader°s 
larger patterns of response and judgment*" (Bleich 1975, 
p* 21) Bleich does not feel that such a rewrite violates

I
the literature because he recognizes that when an individ
ual reads a piece of writing he/she subjectively alters 
the text in his/her mind* (Bleich 1975, p* 21) Bleich is 
merely asking that the students write down the subjective 
response which occurs when the literature is read* As he 
states: " * * <, since we do not assume the inviolability of
a poem beyond maintenance of the text, and since we further 
believe that the simple act of reading produces a subjective 
change in the text, we may reasonably assume that the prose 
presentation of a poem represents the reader's subjective 
perception of it*" (Bleich 1975, p* 21)

In order to illustrate how the perception phase of 
the re-creative process works, Bleich uses Robert Frost's 
poem, "A Drumlin Woodchuck*" (Lathem 1969, pp* 281-282) 
Bleich reprints seven perceptual restatements of the poem* 
(Bleich 1975, pp* 22-24) These restatements range from a 
report style to a more personal, religious/philosophical



attitude^ (Bleich 1 9 7 5 pe 24) In the classroom setting, 
Bleich says that the instructor must be careful that the 
elicited statements are not evaluated? rather the instruc= 
tor must emphasize two points, “First, that each 
respondent does "see0 something in the poem that everyone 
else can also see is "there„* Second^ that each person has 
a special way of seeing that something, which gives it its 
own personalized character. So that it Could be called a 
"distortiono0“ (Bleich 1975, p* 32) Bleich is quick to 
point out that the term “distortion* should hot be used 
because the restatement is, in actuality, not a distortion, 
but "an expression of personal style and concern<," (Bleich 
1975, p0 32) Thus, the rendered restatements point out 
only differences in perception and because perception is an 
individual process, these perceptual differences are not 
distortions of meaning»

Bleich further advocates alerting each respondent 
as to his/her own style of perception. To aid the respon
dent in thinking about his/her perceptual responses, he/she 
should answer two questionss "Why do I think I saw the 
pOem in just this way? Is there anything I know about my
self that might explain this particular kind of perception?"
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(Bleich 1975, p0 32) This process asks the student to 
objectify his/her responses? "The motive is created because 
his own work is the object of examination, while the whole 
question of a grade evaluation is rendered irrelevant^" 
(Bleich 1975, pQ 32)

The purpose of the perception phase is "not to see 
that prose can't say what verse can, or even that another 
person can't say exactly what Frost saido" (Bleich 1975, 
p0 32) The real aim "is to understand how and why each 
person sees differently^" (Bleich 1975, p0 32) As Bleich 
states, "Most people do already know that each sees 
differently, but few are willing to look into the question 
of how and why this is the case*" (Bleich 1975, po 33)

The second level of feeling, the affective response, 
aims to explore the affect felt by the individual while 
reading a piece of literature, (Bleich 1975, p, 33) “Here 
the respondent, more than just telling what he sees in the 
poem or what he thinks the poet says (though this kind of 
information inevitably is used), describes the actual affect 
he felt while reading the poem," (Bleich 1975, p, 33) The 
affective response builds naturally upon the perceptual 
response.
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To illustrate this phase, Bleich uses Robert Frost“s 
poems„ “AwayI” (Lathem 1969, p0 412) and ”On.Going 
Unnoticed." (Lathem 1969, p. 247) Bleich includes three 
essays which he uses to point out commonalities in the 
affective responses. First of all, Bleich says that "the 
expression of affect naturally leads to its explanation in 
terms of relationship." (Bleich 1975, p. 35) He goes
on to state that respondents usually form an "identification 
with a speaker or protagonist . . .  a rather common event 
in one0s reading experience, perhaps the most basic event 
in our "getting into" a work of literature." (Bleich 1975, 
p. 35) This Bleich feels is natural; personal identifica
tion is often the starting point whereby we relate to the 
experience offered within the literature.

Often times the response will yield analogies, many 
of which can be classified as associative, rather than 
affective analogies. As Bleich states: "While these
analogies may be classified as associations, they are most 
important as ways to help the reader recreate that feeling 
than as means for determining what aspect of the personality 
is involved." (Bleich 1975, p. 37)
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The affective response leads "naturally and 
automatically „ 0 „ to the study of an associative 
response*" (Bleich 1975# p* 39) In this phase the student 
is asked to link an affect with an association from his/her 
personal experience* Bleich reports that this is the most 
difficult level to attain because often times the respondent 
will objectify a statement when the feeling becomes too 
subjectiveo Bleich states that "There will come a point in 
almost anyone0 s response when some form of objectification 
will come to the rescue to depersonalize the response * * * 
Beyond a certain point it is assumed feelings cannot be 
discussed— they are inimical to truth*" (Bleich 1975# p, 48) 
This objectification is usually a bit of learned behavior 
that is often hard to counter*

To illustrate the associative response# Bleich 
offers an example of this type of response stemming from 
Frost0s poem# "The Mending Wall*" (Lathem 1969# p* 33)
Bleich notes that the respondent forms an identification 
with the speaker in the poem* Moreover# the respondent 
accounts a series of associative responses centering around 
herself and her immediate loved ones* In this response# 
there are shifts from subjectivity to objective reporting *
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But, as Bleich says, " 0 » = it is a relatively common 
psychological habit of people to shift the discussion to 
such large terms when they sense that the time has come to 
dissolve the personal issue altogether, without either 
stopping the conversation abruptly or drawing a conclusion 
from the personal issue in its own terms0" (Bleich 1975,
Po 47)

Although the associative response is the most 
difficult to achieve, it is also one of the most helpful 
means by which to express an individual's subjective 
feelings about literature0 This response "reveals percep
tion, affect, associations, relationships, and finally a 
patterned presentation of all these in a way that demon
strates how they are organized in that particular per son o'' 
(Bleich 1975, po 48) Moreover, this type of response helps 
to reveal where that individual is in terms of his/her 
current preoccupations because these preoccupations usually 
serve as the basis for the associative response0 Bleich 
summarizes this section by saying that "If one goes through 
the steps of understanding perception and affect, the logic 
of studying associations becomes clear and an experiential
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basis is formed for the study of the larger process of 
critical judgment®” (Bleich 1975, p® 48)

Section Fours Deciding on Literary Importance
In this section, "Deciding on Literary Importance," 

Bleich points out that "critical judgments are implicit in 
emotional reactions," but "the process of making intellec
tual judgments is always conscious® Indeed, the very fact 
that judgments are consciously and deliberately made gives 
them their unique character®" (Bleich 1975, p® 49) Bleich 
attempts to prove that a causal relationship exists between 
the subjective response and the objectified value judgment® 
He says that we tend to divorce “conscious judgment from 
its subjective roots," (Bleich 1975, p® 49) thereby creating 
two forms of literary reaction when in fact they are one 
general process® Therefore Bleich shows that the subjective 
value judgment is causal and both are based upon their 
importance to the individual reader®

Literary importance is a key issue in this section® 
Bleich states that by recognizing "a judgment of subjective 
value as opposed to objective fact," (Bleich 1975, pp® 49- 
50) literary importance becomes a foremost consideration 
for the individual® Bleich states that "Initially, the :
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work of literature is held up to the class as an object, 
and the class is asked to make certain judgments regarding 
what is important about the work,," (Bleich 1975, p0. 50)
By utilizing a subjective criticism framework, it is the 
individual who decides whether or not a work is important 
to him/her*

The immediate question then surfaces s ''What does 
one mean by the most important?" (Bleich 1975, pc 50) 
Bleich states that this process illustrates that "each 
person has a different sense of what "important” means*" 
(Bleich 1975, p* 50) This again points to perceptual 
differences present among all humans*

To illustrate the concept of literary importance, 
Bleich provides two student responses plus his own subjec
tive response to D* H* Lawrence”s "The Rocking Horse 
Winner*" (Perrine 1970, ppQ 341-353) Bleich asks that the 
students isolate "the most important word" from within the 
story* (Bleich 1975, p* 50)

In the:first response, the respondent isolates 
"luck" as the most important word in the story* His 
objectivity is presented within the first paragraph of the 
essay: "It is the most important word in the story not
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its frequent use it comes to play a primary part in denoting 
the motivations of the two main characters and their basis 
of ZTkragiqJZ interaction,” (Bleich 1975, p, 50) Bleich 
states that in an objective classroom, this response would 
be an example of keen awareness. However, even though the 
essay is seemingly objective, the respondent still made 
certain value judgments which helped him to arrive at that 
position, Bleich states that the "author Ho Lawrence
is reporting on the interaction of real people and that 
this author «^the respondent^ is communicating a judgment 
that the interaction is tragic," (Bleich 1975, p0 52)
Bleich goes on to observe that the respondent follows "the 
common perceptual habit of breaking up his experience of 
the story into himself, the author, the author's opinion, 
and the "facts0 that the story relates,” (Bleich 1975, p,
52) In actuality, the respondent has defined "importance" 
as "importance to the story," As such he has transposed 
the subjective feelings— "important to me" into the 
objective counterpart— “important to the story," (Bleich 
1975, p, 53) Thus the respondent "makes believe his own 
judgment plays no part," (Bleich 1975, p, 53) Bleich
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further states that
This illusion is so viable because it places all 
of the important action "out the re" somewhere 0. 0 »
In order to avoid writing about what goes on "in 
here," ^Tthe subjective process^ we make believe 
we are writing about something "out there" and 
sneak in our personal judgments under the assump
tion that everyone else is playing the same game*
Only if we abandon this game can we begin dis
cussing the action of a particular word its
action upon us 0 „ ® our response to it® (Bleich 
1975, p. 53)

In contrast to the first example, the second example 
"uses the subjective assumption to productive ends and is 
therefore much more conscious of the action of the word 
rather than the thing®" (Bleich 1975, p® 54) This respon
dent isolates the most important word in the story as "eyes®" 
The respondent states that "Because a word is important to 
me, it also is important to the story®” (Bleich 1975, p®
55) The entire essay illustrates how this word affected 
her® As such, this response illustrates that the subjec
tive importance is the first area to be determined® Bleich 
states that "Importance to the story is a result of impor
tance to the reader® Thus, importance in the story is a 
secondary consideration®" (Bleich 1975, p® 57)

Bleich states that a causal relationship exists 
between literary importance and subjective importance
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"literary importance is caused by subjective importance0"
(Bleich 1975, pQ 57) This causal relationship, says Bleich,

is a single process within which a critical 
judgment is always the result of subjective 
responseo Almost every critical discussion 
centers on which factors are the most influen
tial in determining some sort of "objective"
essence of a given work of literature* But here 
we see that such critical judgments are created 
not on the basis of “evidence," but on the basis 
of personal predilection and the ability to 
justify such predilection* (Bleich 1975, p* 57)

Next, Bleich himself offers his most important 
"word" in "The Rocking Horse Winner*" Bleich isolates the 
word "Malabar" and in responding, he offers a series of 
affective and associative responses to support his choice*
By doing so, Bleich illustrates that "one never speaks only 
about the story* Rather, we speak of the story only as it
is a function of our reading experience*" (Bleich 1975, p*
6.1) The true aim, says Bleich, is "to enlarge our standards
by understanding the subjective action of a word * * * and
by understanding that a critical judgment follows right 
upon a subjective judgment of personal importance or
emotional value*" (Bleich 1975, p* 61)

Bleich then goes on to state his "critical interpre
tation" of the story* Bleich views Lawrence8s story in 
terms of the psychological underpinnings present within the
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texto (Bleich 1975, p0 61) The important implication of
this interpretation is the difference between it and
Bleich°s subjective response* Whereas the response was
more selective, reflecting the importance of the word
"Malabar" to Bleich, the interpretation is more general,
more logical, and more objective* But, Bleich states that

The reasons for the shape and content of both my 
response and my interpretation are subjectiveo 
When my interpretation is viewed in the light of 
my response, it is abundantly clear that this is 
the case* If my interpretation were presented 
alone, however, we would be hard put to account 
for its characteristic shape, except if one wished 
to pigeonhole it as "Freudian*” (Bleich 1975, 
p0 62)

In essence, both the response and the interpretation 
stemming from this should be viewed in terms of importance0 
(Bleich 1975, p„ 62) By doing so we are enlarging "our 
critical perspectives so that it may include the key 
influence of our emotional response^" (Bleich 1975, pc 63)
As such, we eliminate the "priestly role critics have 
assigned themselves and renders their position of leader
ship far more resilient," (Bleich 1975, p* 63) and become 
critics in our own righto "The whole activity of reading 
and literary involvement becomes an interpersonal affair 
with genuine give and take, and authority flows openly
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where it belongs— -from the personal integrity and persuasive 
capacity of the critic-reader0" (Bleich 1975„ pe 63)

The remainder of this section consists of exercises 
similar to the "most important word*" Bleich"s second step 
is to ask the students to determine the "most important 
passage" (Bleich 1975, p0 63) in Katherine Mansfield0s "Her 
First Ballo" (Mansfield 1945) The third step is that of 
isolating the "most important aspect of the literature" 
(Bleich 1975, pc 70) in Henry James %  "The Turn of the 
Screw*," (James 1898) The responses supporting these final 
two steps supply further illustration of the causal rela
tionship which exists between the subjective response and 
the objectified value judgment0

Bleich is attempting, through the vehicle of the 
isolation of "importance" within literature, to provide the 
students with a method of examining feelings and the value 
judgments that stem from those feelings0 Bleich statess 
"One has to have given oneself the luxury of responding 
freely, and also taken the additional responsibility of 
understanding that response0 This small identity element 
(the awareness of one0 s own response) provides the
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necessary emotional preparation to undertake a more complex 
exploration of one's own response o'" (Bleich 1975, p„ 78)

This individual exploration process leads into the 
next step--"understanding interpretation as a communal act0" 
(Bleich 1975, po 78) Bleich defines interpretation as a 
communal act as "developing an ability to learn from one's 
peers and to see one’s own knowledge as a sharable itemo" 
(Bleich 1975, p0 79) Bleich draws an analogy between the 
normal development of a child and the development of 
subjective experiences with students, saying that "a child 
does not begin learning from and in a group until he has 
learned to learn from his parents and family 0 * „ dealing 
with subjective experiences in a community should be pre
ceded by the student's working things out on an individual 
basis, usually with the teacher and himself aloneo" (Bleich 
1975, po 79) So, in actuality, Bleich is creating through 
his method an atmosphere analogous to what we experience 
in childhoods individual experience leads to family shared 
experience to group (classroOm/school) experience0 Thus, 
subjective criticism as a communal act is a shared class- 
room situation0
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Section Five: Interpretation as a Communal Act
Bleich begins this section by noting that critics 

of. subjective criticism feel that attention paid to how 
individuals feel when they read "is inimical to the efforts 
of the critical community to discover new knowledge about 
literatureo" (Bleich 1975, p» 80) Bleich feels that the 
opposite is truet "By working with the emotional responses 
of critics and readers, the authority of the community is 
enhanced rather than diminished, and abundant new knowledge 
about literary experience is made available" (Bleich 1975,
Po 80)

This "abundant new knowledge about literary
experience" is more general and more "intellectually
reliableo(Bleich 1975, p» 80) Because the individual
makes a judgment concerning literature, his/her judgment is
equally as viable as a judgment made by a professional
literary critico Bleich answers the question thus:

o o o the new context addresses itself to matters 
that are most germane to any reader, but which 
have previously been excluded from study for reasons 
that are ultimately detrimental to literary study0 
These matters are the personality and taste of the 
individual reader, and the primary need of any 
community for a fund of common knowledge, experience, 
and beliefo (Bleich 1975, p0 80)
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The second issue under consideration is "How does 
one make use of the subjective responses of others, and how 
much of such responses are common on a larger scale— in a 
class, in a certain age group, in a society and so on?" 
(Bleich 1975, pe 80) Bleich maintains that we constantly 
use the subjective responses of others? "we have a response 
to other people's opinions or feelings to the extent that 
we respond to the other people as individuals," (Bleich 
1975, pp0 80=81) This response may take the form of verbal, 
nonverbal, and/or paralinguistic response, but regardless of 
the form, this response is present as long as we interact 
with people.

The question then becomes, "How do feelings and 
values held in common by a group make their effect known 
in response, and how do people perceive group values in 
other people's responses?" (Bleich 1975, pe 81) This 
question points out two interesting concepts? groups and 
values, Bleich states that our need for validation exists 
on an individual as well as on a group level, Bleich 
says that "it makes a very big difference to us to know 
that others think and feel the way we do. This universal
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wish to validate at least some of our feelings by 
discovering them in others is at the root of the collective 
establishment of values0” (Bleich 1975, p<, 81)

In order to thoroughly examine commonly held group 
values, Bleich uses William Thackeray8s novel. Vanity Fair, 
to obtain responsesc (Thackeray 1962) His objective here 
is to

see if we can observe certain values automatically 
assumed by members of a group to be jointly held 
by many others, and if so, observe how these values 
play a role in determining the character of the 
responseso Subsequently, I would like to see to 
what extent a group of class responses has a 
character of its own— How does this class feel 
about this novel0 (Bleich 1975, p„ 81)

Bleich warns that in order to examine group reactions and
values, it is necessary to have "material from each member
of that group0" (Bleich 1975, p0 81) This in a large group
presents a large task for the instructor0 Bleich suggests
using fewer assignments in order to spend more time with
each, or dividing the class so that half the class writes
while the other half of the class acts as critics and
observers0 (Bleich 1975, p. 81) Regardless of how the work
is handled, the instructor must utilize the response of

each group membere
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The last observation that Bleich makes before 
discussing the actual responses of the group is that he 
knows of "no student who is not tremendously eager to know 
what everyone else is thinking about and who will not jump 
at the opportunity to compare his work with that of others, 
even if he will do this only in private, without admitting 
his own curiosity." (Bleich 1975, p. 82) Through the 
analysis of each person’s response, the need for grading is 
eliminated? the analysis takes the place of individual 
grading. (Bleich 1975, p. 82) As such the instructor is 
needed for “analytical guidance" and without the pressure 
of grades, the "student’s natural sense of his own 
authority is given fullest play." (Bleich 1975, p. 82)

To illustrate how interpretation as a communal act 
operates, Bleich includes fourteen edited and abridged 
responses to the novel. Vanity Fair„ Bleich notes at the 
outset that the appearance of the term "Victorian" in 
several of the responses is due to his asking the students 
to "present his affective response and his perception of 
things that struck him and try to derive from this material 
an idea of what he thought.was Victorian about this novel." 
(Bleich 1975, p. 87) Although some have accused Bleich of .
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cussion of Victorianism preceded the assignment and because 
half the respondents did not choose to discuss Victorianism,
the request is germane, (Bleich 1975, p, 87) Bleich states:

.

“Since we are observing commonly held ideas of Victorianism, 
their importance lies in their similarity to each other.
My claim is that this similarity is due not to an objective 
similarity among all concepts of Victorianism, but to the 
similarity of values of this relatively homogeneous group 
of students," (Bleich 1975, p. 87) Bleich goes on to state 
that a "good way to broach the issue of community held 
values is precisely to attach a value to a piece of litera
ture and examine the resulting responses," (Bleich 1975,
Po 87)

Bleich does just this in his analysis of the four
teen responses. Six of the fourteen respondents provide 
"explicit reason why they thought the novel was Victorian," 
(Bleich 1975, p, 87) The reasons range from "the author°s 
intrusions make it Victorian," to "It was the continual 
rigidity— like being suspended in a sexual climax , , , 
Thackeray seems to be building up to a sexual crescendo , , , 
but he af fords his reader no 11 release, 8" (Bleich 1975,
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Bleich generalizes that for them "a Victorian novel is one 
with a strong intrusive author telling about unsexual 
women0" (Bleich 1975, p« 88) But, says Bleich, "In terms 
of a definitive Victorian image, I don't think we can say 
they picked out the same values from the novel o'* (Bleich 
1975, p= 88)

Bleich clarifies by noting that "if we view the 
responses as being produced by a group of adolescents about 
nineteen years of age, all the responses do in fact add up 
to an important preoccupation with sex and marriage, 
expressed in terms of the material presented in the reading 
experiencee" (Bleich 1975, p0 88) Thus, the respondents 
use as a vehicle for their display of similar values 
Thackeray's Vanity Fair, yet the values, though similar, are 
derived from different materials from the novel*

Bleich observes that of the fourteen respondents, 
eleven voice objection as to the "lack of overt sexuality 
in the novel*" (Bleich 1975, p. 88) This point makes a 
direct inference to adolescent preoccupation which Bleich 
discusses earlier in his treatise* He is quick to assert 
that "In no point of human development is sexuality the one
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and only factor, though it is never unimportant=" (Bleich 
1975, pc 88) Bleich sees this reference to sexuality as a 
cultural as well as a specific developmental stage of the 
respondentso As Bleich states: " 0 o = we here see a
group of people of the same age, in the same culture, the 
same class, all expressing their individual versions of a 
universal concern=" (Bleich 1975, p* 88)

The language used by the respondents can be 
considered modern? this Bleich feels is due to our more 
culturally relaxed attitudes concerning sexuality« (Bleich 
1975, p= 89) Bleich states that "there is the larger 
cultural relaxation which creates a certain level of sexual 
expectation in literature= These collective relaxations 
combine with the already strong subjective interest in 
sexuality to produce this observation ^sexual viewpoints 
of respondents^’ about the novelo" (Bleich 1975, p0 89) 
Bleich further adds that one would expect more explicitly 
sexual responses stemming from other novels— he uses the 
example of Dc H<, Lawrence0 s Lady Chatterlev11 s Lover 
(Lawrence 1958)— "But when we find responses such as these 
to a novel like Vanity Fair, there is no way in the world 
of saying that prurient interest was evoked by the prurient
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material of the novel, and one can only ascribe the
collective responses to shared personal and cultural valuesc"
(Bleich 1975, p. 89)

Other topics included in the fourteen responses are
the nature of “how love is or should be handled,"1 (Bleich
1975, p0 89) marriage, "and an equally strong attention to
the role of author-narrator » » =" (Bleich 1975, p„ 90)
Two of the respondents found the author-narrator to have
an effeminate quality« (Bleich 1975, p0 90) Of this,
Bleich states:

In this theme also, one wonders how Victorian a 
value this is, since the prominence of homosexuality 
in our own culture is what creates the connection
in students' minds between effeminancy and social
degeneracy e » 0 these responses are better under
stood in terms of currently held group values than 
in something characteristically "Victorian*"
(Bleich 1975, p. 90)

Yet overall, the respondents view Thackeray as the
author-narrator in terms of an authority figure* (Bleich
1975, p* 90) This attribution of the authority figure to
the author may be seen as a form of transference from the
authority figure of the instructor to the author of any
given piece of literature* Bleich states that

The.reading transaction is in fact conceived 
altogether as a relationship between the reader 
and his feelings, a relationship that is
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regulated by the author, who will either 
facilitate or prevent the reader from having a 
satisfactory experience 0 o the author is 
dead and the reader is reading only because 
he wants to0 Therefore, it can only be the 
case that the reader; is creating this relation
ship as a result of an already established 
subjective orientation to his readingc (Bleich 
1975, po 93)

Thus, what we see from these responses is an adolescent 
preoccupation with sexual issues as well as a "strong need 
for authoritative guidance in this interesto"1 (Bleich 1975, 
pQ 93) As such, " o o o both sexual interest and the need 
for authority are subjective0" (Bleich 1975, pc 93)

From our understanding that sexual interest and the 
need for authority are subjective responses, Bleich says 
that two social factors emerge0 (Bleich 1975, p, 93) "The 
first," says Bleich, “is the reality of the private and 
collective reading experiences in class? the second is the 
authority of the teacher,," (Bleich 1975, p0 93) The 
instructor's role is to assert his/her authority"to dis
close what is commonly held in the community of readers—  

the class or the aggregate of responseso" (Bleich 1975, p0 
93) When presented as such, "the group of responses 
represents a kind of social subjectivity and suggests what 
I mean by "collective subjectivity,,(Bleich 1975, p. '93)
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In essence„ the group formulates an aggregate of responses 
which translate into group held values, or a collective 
subjectivity,.

This method of deriving group values is important 
because according to Bleich, "Interpretation is always a 
group activity, since the individual interpreter is creating 
his statement in large part with an eye toward who is going 
to hear it*" (Bleich 1975, p« 94) Bleich says that this is 
true whether one looks at a student population or a group 
of professional critics« As Bleich states? "Just as an 
individual opinion is created to handle private feelings 
and associations, a group opinion is created primarily for 
the well-being of the group and not for the ’truth0 of the 
object of that opinion. For this reason interpretation is 
a communal act, serving the collective subjectivity rather 
than an external absolute standard of truth," (Bleich 1975, 

P= 95)
The "absolute standard of truth" is replaced with 

what Bleich terns "truth-value," (Bleich 1975, p, 95)
Bleich says of truth-values "Each member of a group creates 
’the truth" through his response to other responses. What 
appears true to us is, above all, characterized by our
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inward conviction of belief in a proposition, a conviction
subsequently validated by the assent of other authorities—
group or individual*" (Bleich 1975, p« 95) Bleich believes
that in the classroom the "most important thing to be done
is to nurture the ability to develop convictions responsibly
based on our tastes*" (Bleich 1975, p* 95) Bleich concludes
this section by statings

If we are able to understand the subjective con
text in which convictions are developed— in which 
people finally decide on what is for them true or 
false in life— a whole new aspect of our person
alities is released* Feelings-— that part of us 
longest with us and most common in daily 
experience— are responsibly welcomed into public 
discussion* Our traditional sense of classroom 
or public reality is finally made to correspond 
with our subjective sense of private reality*
(Bleich 1975, p* 95)

Section Six: Using This Book— Pragmatic
Suggestions and Elaborations

Bleich begins this section by noting that the reader 
of his treatise, especially a skilled classroom teacher, 
will know that "while.understanding an idea like "truth- 
value0 is one thing, creating the circumstances for studying 
it in the classroom is something else*" (Bleich 1975, p* 96) 
Bleich further observes that "Classes and courses rarely 
fit exactly what we plan for them, and most often they
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develop a shape of their own, guided by the personalities 
of the students and by their interactions with the teacher*" 
(Bleich 1975» pc 96) Bleich then recalls an association 
which we have all experienced as students: the teacher
announces, "This is the best (or worst, or laziest, or 
smartest) class I °ve ever meto" (Bleich 1975, p0. 96) It 
is difficult to comprehend how an entire class "could be 
"the laziest**" (Bleich 1975, p0 96) Bleich says that he 
realized much later that "my childhood perception of the 
class was not erroneous but different,, I had viewed "the 
class* from the standpoint of my own needs and expectations, 
and my teacher had viewed it from her own analogous stand- 
pointo" (Bleich 1975, p„ 96) Thus we can clearly see that 
even the classroom situation is subjectively based upon 
needs, expectations, values, and beliefs,,

Bleich”s purpose throughout has been to illustrate 
that "literature exists altogether on the basis of the 
subjective re-creation of the reader*" (Bleich 1975, p* 96) 
But because the Classroom "likewise exists as the subjective 
re-creation by the teacher and the members of the class," 
(Bleich 1975, p* 96) it is the instructor's obligation to 
spend the "time and energy to understand who is in the
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class and to define its uniqueness in terms of its 
constituent individuals«" (Bleich 1975, p0 96) The instruc
tor using this method must be willing to formulate and 
confront his/her feelings concerning each class member<, 
Bleich adds that “These feelings ^ b f  the instructor^/ will 
be the varying factor deciding just how much emphasis should 
be placed on each part of the program of study = 0 »“
(Bleich 1975/ ppo 96-97)

The remainder of this section deals with "alterna
tive and additional ways of getting most of the main points 
across in classo" (Bleich 1975, p„ 97) Here Bleich offers 
suggestions to augment the exercises used within the main 
body of his treatiseo As Bleich states, these exercises 
may be utilized in a number of different ways: "in an
oral discussion, as a journal assignment for subsequent 
discussion, as an essay assignment, as a student-led class 
forum— any context 0 o » that the class wishes," (Bleich 
1975, p0 97)

Bleich next moves intp a thorough discussion con
cerning the role and purpose of evaluation in this method 
of studyo (Bleich 1975, p, 105) Bleich states that in our 
culture, evaluation has come to be equated with grading=
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However, Bleich states that there is a difference? "If, 
suddenly, the admissions process were to become noncompeti
tive o the need for grading would vanish^ But the need for 
evaluation would remain." (Bleich 1975, p. 105) In this 
situation, Bleich maintains that "Evaluation would take the 
form most suitable to the subject matter being taught." 
(Bleich 1975, p. 105)

Bleich maintains that his course of study does not 
mesh with the more traditional, standard forms of grading. 
Bleich states that because "we are not dealing with ques
tions of objective truth or falsity, but rather with 
questions of emotional and social viability, the authority 
of the teacher is experiental, not evaluative." (Bleich 
1975, pp. 105-106) The danger involved in this is our 
natural tendency to equate a letter grade to the worth of 
our scholarship. In the subjectively based classroom, "A 
student will have real grounds to think he is a *C° person 
if his emotional responses receive that letter grade." 
(Bleich 1975, p. 106)

A secondary issue of consideration in terms of 
evaluation is the observation that students will learn the 
response technique at varying rates. (Bleich 1975, p. 106)
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Before this method will be of value to the student, he/she 
must learn and experience its usefulnesso Thus, depending 
on the individual student, this method can be a time con
suming process* (Bleich 1975, p* 106)

Bleich states that there are those students who 
“never feel at ease offering an associative response*" 
(Bleich 1975, p* 106) In such cases, the instructor should 
attempt privately to assist the person in “disclosing 
specific fears and inhibitions*" (Bleich 1975, p* 106) In 
extreme cases it is advisable to set those students on a 
different course of study, or to keep certain students 
longer on different levels of response* (Bleich 1975, p*
106)

For those instructors who are locked into the more 
traditional grading system but who wish to implement the 
subjective response centered curriculum, Bleich offers 
“Two principles ^TwhiclxJ? may be applied in determining a 
fair letter grade in a literary response courses (1) the 
amount of work produced by the student, and (2) the serious
ness of purpose in the production of that work*“ (Bleich 
1975, p* 107) Bleich notes that especially with associa
tive responses, “the sheer length * * * usually improves
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its viabilityo More associations and more details of 
feeling almost always bespeak a step closer by the respon
dent to the actual subjective complexity of his response0" 
(Bleich 1975, p* 107) Bleich states that when the 
respondent feels comfortable in this role, "associations 
and feelings just roll out 0 o » Long and substantial 
responses cannot be produced by someone who is "lying0 
emotionally." (Bleich 1975, p„ 107) In essence, Bleich 
uses the frequency and length of responses as an "index of 
the students" efforts to participate in the response ' 
process." (Bleich 1975, p. 107)

Using the second principle of evaluation, that of 
the seriousness of purpose, "development of the response 
process in the individual is a key factor." (Bleich 1975, 
p. 108) The seriousness of purpose is measured both in 
written responses and in classroom discussions. As Bleich 
statess "Learning the response process means becoming more 
serious about oneself, and different people will develop 
this kind of seriousness at different rates." (Bleich 1975, 
p. 108)

Bleich next discusses how he arrives at letter 
grades for his own students. Bleich states that "those
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students who turn in all the essays— on time and in a 
cooperative spirit— receive a B in my course." (Bleich 
1975„ p. 108) Consistently late papers are penalized by 
one letter grade for the term. "A grade of A can be 
achieved through outstanding work in a number of contexts." 
(Bleich 1975, pp. 108-109) In essence then, “Grading in a 
response-criticism course boils down to a decision between 
what is adequate and what is excellent.1"1 (Bleich 1975, 
p. 109) Thus, the basis of grading in not quantitative but 
qualitative. (Bleich 1975, p. 109) In concluding his com
ments about evaluation, Bleich states:

The process of evaluation . . . remains the complex 
and variable process that most people intuitively 
perceive it to be. It remains governed by negotiable 
judgments, by argumentation, and by interpersonal 
dialectic. Evaluation remains a function of both 
students and teachers rather than a didactic or 
authoritarian edict. In this way, this crucial 
process is given a new sweep and versatility, 
while the technical necessity of rendering a grade 
retains just those small dimensions of technicality 
and administrative, necessity. (Bleich 1975, p. 110)

Bleich concludes his treatise with a "short 
bibliographical guide to study in literary response." 
(Bleich 1975, p. 110) In this brief section Bleich makes 
mention of others who have dealt in varying degrees within 
the area of subjective criticism. Since these works are of
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little importance to the study at hand, this writer only 
mentions them because of their inclusion in the book*

Summary
This chapter has attempted to provide a detailed ' 

discussion of the major tenets of Bleich's response centered 
curriculum* Because this writer recognizes the subjective 
re-creation involved in reading literature and the 
subjective experience thus derived, this writer recommends 
that the reader of this thesis consult the original work 
for additional information so that he/she may form his/her 
own subjective re-creation of the material*



CHAPTER THREE

Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the 

method of teaching subjective criticism as presented by 
Professor David Bleich. In order to facilitate this 
evaluation, this chapter shall be divided into the 
following five categories: 1) Evaluation of the Method,
2) Evaluation of the Major Assumptions of the Method,
3) Evaluation of the Justifications of the Method, 4) Peda
gogical Problems of the Method, and 5) Logical Problems/ . - . . . ■
(Internal Relationships) of the Method0

Critical Evaluation of Method 
The Bleich teaching method purports to build upon 

existing knowledge and feeling in relation to both the 
individual and the individual0s experiential realm. So that 
the individual may come into contact with this experience, 
the Bleich method is comprised of four phases. The four 
phases may be viewed as a pyramid, the first, phase serving 
as the base, with each succeeding phase building upon that

77
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base0 Thus, each phase is dependent upon the other phases 
for understanding and further development*

Bleich advises that the four phases, "Thoughts and 
Feelings," "Feelings About Literature," "Deciding on 

Literary Importance," and "Interpretation as a Communal 
Act,” be taught sequentially* As Bleich states, "The logic 
of this sequence is that it proceeds outward, so to speak, 
from the most primitive, automatic, and unconscious 
experiences to the most complex and lately developed 
capacities— intellectual and communal thought and inter

action*" (Bleich 1975, p* 5)
The method utilizes three components for under

standing subjective criticism— perception, affective 

response, and associative response* These components, like 
the four phases, build one upon the other* In actuality, 

the three components surface to varying degrees each time 

the individual encounters literature, but for purposes of 
examination and understanding, the components are considered 

and studied separately*
In addition to being considered sequentially, Bleich 

suggests that each phase receive an equal amount of empha

sis* Bleich suggests devoting an entire semester or more
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to the study of each phase0 In this manner* each phase may 
be treated completely* allowing maximum time for the 
students to understand and come into contact with them
selves in each phase»

This writer is of the opinion that the Bleich 

method is soundly basedo The four-phase sequence is 
logical and is founded upon a "level of difficulty" scale* 

with* as Bleich states, the most base level occurring first 

in the process and proceeding to the more difficult elements 
involved in subjective criticism,. In this way* the building 

block theory of learning is instituted within this method0 

In terms of the time factor involved* this writer 

finds it necessary to take exceptidno Devoting four 
semesters or quarters to exploring subjective criticism 
would be ideal? however* realistically* it does not seem 
feasible that university and college administrators would 

be willing to sanction a four-semester or quarter course of 
study especially when the course does not claim to teach 

grammar* writing * and objective reasoning skills» Bleich 

does not mention the amount of credit a student may receive 

for this type of course* If indeed the Bleich method could 

fulfill the requirements of the basic skills/English



composition courses that most colleges and universities 
require, and if the student could receive the necessary 

amount of credit (usually twelve semester or quarter hours 
of credit) toward graduation, then perhaps this method 

would be more feasible* Otherwise, the Bleich method might 
be better geared toward the upper level English majors, as 
either a requirement or an elective course* As such, 
however, the Bleich method becomes a specialized course of 

study* It seems to this writer that it is the specializa
tion which should be avoided* This type of teaching method, 
in this writer's opinion, should be available to the general 

university or college populace, reaching as many "average" 

university or college students as possible*
In the oral interpretation of literature classroom, 

the Bleich method would need to be compacted further to 
permit adequate time for oral performance* At most colleges 

and universities the basic course in the oral interpretation 

of literature is confined to one semester or quarter of 
study* While not allowing for an absolute thorough under

standing of the four phases of this method, this writer, 

based on experience with this method, feels that it Can be
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operable in the oral interpretation of literature class

room 0 This approach will be discussed in Chapter Four*

Assumptions of the Method 

Throughout the discussion of his teaching method, 
Professor Bleich makes several assumptions about both the 
nature of the individual in this type of course and about 

characteristics of human nature in general0 These assump

tions shall be discussed,,
First, within his treatise, Bleich refers to the 

nature of knowledge acquisitiono For instance, he states 
that “knowledge is achieved only because of the passion 
to know and discover,," (Bleich 1975, p„ 3) The passion 

Bleich speaks of can be translated as a humanistic need to 
know and discover= Arthur Combs, a scholar in the area 

of perceptual psychology, writes that

What a person learns (differentiates) in a given 
situation is determined by the relationship of his 
need to the moment „ „ „ Since the selections made 
by a person in his perceptual field are always a 
function of his fundamental need, whether or not 
there is any learning at all will depend upon the 
operation of need in the situations where learning 
is expected,, (Combs, Richards, Richards 1976, 

r-p. 197)
Thus, the individual must first perceive the need or desire 

to know before any learning will take place= This need to
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know is based within the individual? the individual 
consciously or unconsciously recognizes this need to know, 
and then actively works to satisfy the need* Bleich speaks 

at length about this passion or need to know, yet he does 
not adequately discuss how the student may come to 
recognize this need in himself/hersel£0 Bleich states that 

“Unless one had the experience of personal enlightenment 
from reading, one is not aware that it is possible, and thus 
there is no way to become motivated ^to read for personal 

enlightenment^o" (Bleich 19750 p» 4) This writer wonders 
how Bleich approaches the discussion of knowledge acquisi

tion with his students <, How does the student come to know 

that "Literature and art are perhaps the most directly 

human of the humanistic disciplines0 (Bleich 1975, p0 3)

It is the experience of this writer that students must first 

become or be made aware of the humanizing values of litera

ture before they can assess whether it is important to and 

for theme Since Bleich does not fully discuss knowledge 
acquisition, this writer categorizes this element as an 

assumption0
The second assumption Bleich makes deals with the 

nature of perceptual processeso Bleich states that "To
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say that perceptual processes are different in each person 
is to say that reading is a wholly subjective process and 

that the nature of what is perceived is determined by the 
rules of the personality of the perceiver0" (Bleich 1975, 
p0 3) Again, this writer has found that students are not 

always aware of the fact that perceptual processes are a 

unique function of the individual, and, if they are aware 
of this, they don't always know the reason why0 To merely 

state this as fact is inadequate? a brief but thorough 
examination of perceptual processes seems necessary for 
the student, so that he/she may understand how and why 

perception differs from one individual to another,, Frames-* 

of-reference, value, belief, attitude constructs, 
educational background, and socio-economic factors are 
germane to the discussion of perceptual differences* If the 

student does not possess an adequate working knowledge of 

perception, then the process of subjective criticism will 

be unsuccessful because the student will not be able to 

understand himself/herself, not to mention being able to 

relate to the reading experience on the communal level*

The third assumption Bleich makes is based upon the 

notion that all human beings are I" centered, that we
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think about reality in terras of ourselves as the central 

focuso This assumption is closely linked to personality 
theory in that it is the individual's personality and 
perception thereof, that guides the individual's thinking, 
feeling, and behavior0 Thus, the individual references 
his/her objective reality according to himself/herself0 
Bleich states that

1 • -Students can discover for themselves in their own 
lives the habits, the impulses, the feelings, and 
the imagery which form the basis of what we under
stand about personality developments Our initial 
and most important aim is to produce an awareness 
of one's own personality? the explanation of it 
comes later0 (Bleich 1975, pc 5)

While this writer agrees with Bleich on the point of human

beings being "I" centered, this writer feels that some

discussion of personality theory is necessary for the
students to better understand where their habits, impulses,

feelings, and imagery in terms of personality come from*
This writer is not advocating an in-depth psychological

study of the many schools of thought surrounding personality

theory, but merely an overview so as to orient the student*
If the student is interested in additional information

about personality theory and how it relates to subjective

criticism, he/she may be directed to supplemental texts*
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Fourth„ Bleich assumes that students will be willing 
to participate in this type of course<, Bleich explains 

that in the past few years the traditional forms of class

room teaching have been replaced by more experimental and 

relevant forms of teaching* "The call for "relevance,, °o » 
says Bleich, "is obviously an expression on the part of 
students and younger teachers of the need to feel the 
connection between knowledge and the overbearing emotional 

concerns of their lives*" (Bleich 1975, p* 2) No doubt 
this is the case* In recent years we have indeed witnessed 
a shift away from the more specialized fields of learning 
toward a call for the return of the basics of education- 

reading skills, writing skills, mathematical skills— all so 

that the student will be equipped with the necessary human 

survival skills relevant to his/her position as a functional 

member of society* While the relevance of this course of 
study may seem obvious to those involved in the teaching 

realm of the educational process, and perhaps obvious to 
those students completing the course, the student entering 

such a subjectively based course for the first time may 

feel ill-at-ease and uncomfortable at the thought of 

exploring his/her innermost emotions and feelings* A



student with a more traditionally based educational back
ground may be especially put-off by the amount of self- 
disclosure involvedo Bleich does not state whether or not 
the student at the time of registration is aware of the 

nature and scope of the course, or if the objectives of the 

course are outlined during the initial class meeting? The 
student ought to be given the choice as to whether or not 

this course of study is one in which he/she will feel 

comfortable and from which there will be benefit?
Closely related to the fourth assumption is the 

fifth assumption that Bleich makes: instructor willingness

to participate? As described by Bleich, the instructor 
must serve in many capacities? The instructor must be a 

facilitator, a role model, must be able to remember the 
different student responses, and must be able and willing 

to formulate and share with the students his/her own 

personal response process? Even with a small or medium
sized class, this would not be an easy task? Further, an 

instructor using this method would need to overcome his/ 

her own more traditional modes of teaching and would need 

to cultivate a feeling for the subjective criticism method? 

Above all, this method, in this writer's opinion, is not for
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the instructor bound Up in the "right versus wrong" syndrome, 

nor is it a method for an uncommitted instructor0 It should 
be understood, straight away, that a course of this nature 
requires commitment, patience, and an extended amount of 
effort for success0

The utilization of the Bleich method in the oral 

interpretation of literature classroom would necessitate 
the clarification of the aforementioned assumptions* First, 

if possible, the catalogue description of the course should 

include a note about the nature and scope of the course* 
Additionally, the initial class meeting should also cover 

the objectives, nature, and scope of the course so that 
students may decide if this course will be beneficial for 

them* Secondly, the nature of knowledge acquisition, the 

nature of perception, and personality theory should be 

highlighted so as to orient the student as to the framework 

of subjective criticism* Chapter Four, of this thesis will 

detail how the clarification of these assumptions might be 
handled in the oral interpretation of literature classroom*

Justifications of the Method 

Within the description and explanation of subjective 

criticism. Professor Bleich offers several inherent
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justifications for the use of this method„ First of all, 

Bleich points to the need in our society for relevance, 
not only in education, but in other facets of society as 
wello As such, societal concerns are gradually moving away 

from the more scientifically based, objective stance to a 
more humanistic, subjective orientation^ The Bleich method 

fits within the humanistic, subjective orientation in that 

it focuses on the individual, allowing a place for feelings 

and emotions that intuitively occur in the reading process0 
Since the individual is the focal point, this method also 

serves to illustrate to the student that how he/she responds 
to the literature is just as significant and viable as 
those responses of the professional literary critic* As 

opposed to the more traditional, more objective modes of 
teaching literature where the individual is treated collec

tively, the Bleich method is intensely personal, treating 

the student as an individual* Thus, the Bleich method 
allows for personal relevance, so that the individual must 

view what is important to him/her*
In the oral interpretation of literature classroom, 

the Bleich method would lend an additional dimension of 

relevance to the viewing and performance of literature*
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The reading of literature is relevant to all members of 
society, but it finds relevance on a personal level, where 
the reader encounters literature on a private, personal 
levelo The relevance offered with the Bleich method can 
be extended in the oral interpretation of literature class
room because the relevance is transferred from the private 
level to a more public domain. Thus, the relevance is made 

public, allowing other individuals the exposure to the 

literature.

Second, the Bleich method helps students to come to 
the realization that ""Literature and art are perhaps the 
most directly human of the humanistic disciplines,10 (Bleich 

1975, p, 3) Since the Bleich method places equal emphasis 

on the literature and the reader, this method allows for a 
truer fellowship, permitting a closer relationship between 

the reader and the literature. Thus, the Bleich method 
offers a vehicle by which the student may come to know 
himself/herself in the society in which he/she functions.

In addition, the oral performance of literature is 

an excellent vehicle for both the private and public 

transmission of what it means to be human. The oral inter

pretation of literature classroom is an excellent stage for
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the public viewing of the human condition and illustrates 

that we are not alone in our feelings and emotions* We 
may also experience, vicariously, the joys, pains, and 

anxieties of the characters within the literature, thus 

permitting us a view of a deeper dimension of being human* 
Third, the Bleich method creates an atmosphere 

analogous to the growth and maturation process* Bleich 
states that “a child does not begin learning from and in a 
group until he has learned to learn from his parents and 

family * * * dealing with subjective experiences in a 

community should be preceded by the student's working things 
out on an individual basis, usually with the teacher and 

himself alone*(Bleich. 1975, p* 79) The child's experience 

leads to a family shared experience which then leads to a 
group experience outside the home* Thus, Bleich draws an 
analogy between the normal development of a child and the 

development of subjective experiences with students* The 
student comes to rely on himself/herself first, getting in 

touch with his/her emotions and feelings, before branching 

out to include the personal, subjective responses of others * 
In the oral interpretation of literature classroom, 

the Bleich method has the capacities to teach the student
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about himself/herself^ how and why he/she reacts to the 

literature* This initial step is. vital for the performer? 
before the performer can perform a selection of literature, 
he/she must have an adequate understanding of how the 

literature works* This understanding comes only after the 

student comes to know the literature as it relates to 
himself/herself*

The fourth justification of this method is that it 
satisfies our need for validation* Bleich says that whether 
or not we consciously admit to it, "It makes a very big 
difference to us to know that others think and feel the way 

we do* This universal wish to validate at least some of 

our feelings by discovering them in others is at the root 

of the Collective establishment of values*" (Bleich 1975, 

p* 81) Our need for validation exists on a collective 

scale as well as on an individual scale* Because the Bleich 

method features the individual first, he/she has the per

sonal power for validation* Once he/she is in touch with 

this personal validation, the collective validation process 

may be more meaningful*

In addition to personal and collective validation,. 

the use of the Bleich method in the oral interpretation of
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literature classroom allows for true public validation, not 

only for the student performing the literature, but for the 

audience as wello For the performer,, the Bleich method 

first permits the student to examine his/her own needs for 

validation^ next, to share values and emotions with others@ 
and finally, to achieve validation through public perfor

mance 0 For the audience members, viewing a performance may 
offer validation of the human condition, thereby perhaps 

creating a further avenue of thought and personal explora

tion for the audience members0
The fifth and final justification for the use of 

this method is that it offers literature as a "shared” 

experience* In the more objective stance the professional 

literary critic is revered* Individuals tend to place a 

great deal of emphasis on the judgments and opinions of the 

professional critic, regardless of whether the individual 
agrees with the position of the critic* In the Bleich 

method, the individual is the critic? the individual forms 
his/her own literary judgments according to his/her own 
experience with the literature under consideration* There

fore, because the individual performs the act of criticism
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based on his/her experience with it, the literature and 
the study of literature, moves into the more personal, 

subjective realnu.

Ih the oral interpretation of literature classroom, 

the Bleich method allows the student performer to recognize 
and realize that his/her own literary judgments are just 
as important as those judgments made by professional 

criticso When students privately frame their own literary 

judgments and then collectively share them in discussion 

forums and public performances, a true, more meaningful 
fellowship existSo

Pedagogical Problems 

The projected implementation of Professor Bleich6s 

teaching method may cause the instructor to see three major 

pedagogical problems0 First, the "average" instructor must 

confront a commonly held assumption in education0 Teachers 

are trained to convey subject matter to their students, 

trained to discover, structure, and offer information to 

students in the hope that the students will understand and 

comprehendo As such, this process of learning focuses 

primarily on knowledge acquisition and is objective in 
natureo This is a rational classroom attitude, and, as
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Bleich states, is more "our conscious attitude rather than 
our basic intuition*" (Bleich 1975/ p* 2) By adapting a 
rational, objective classroom attitude, the instructor is 
able to put aside feelings and emotions and replace them 
with an emotional detachment* The objective, rational 

classroom stance does serve an important function, because 

"It averts the emotional demands of the classroom situation, 
it denies our uncertainties with regard to how to handle 

our feelings and those of our students, and it replaces our 
uncertainties with the simpler elements of exercising 

authority o'" (Bleich 1975, p* 2) In using this method, a 

different attitude must be adopted* The instructor must be 
open to the personal development of new classroom attitudes, 

must first learn to acknowledge and accept his/her own 

subjective responses* Next, the instructor must learn to 
allow his/her subjective responses to be operable in the 

classroom situation* It is the opinion of this writer that 

the development of this different attitude will not be 
automatic, but will take a good deal of personal exploration*

The second pedagogical problem lies in the observe™ 
tion that the Bleich method is not a standard, traditional 

mode of teaching* This method, because it features the
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to current objective modes of teaching0 Even though Bleich 

acknowledges that the more traditional modes of classroom 
teaching are being replaced by more modern teaching and 
classroom endeavors, these modern teaching methods are more 

the exception than the rule* Because the objective stance 
is easier to maintain, this stance is the most commonly 

held classroom posture0 Additionally, the Bleich method, 

or any method featuring a subjective base, may be viewed 
as a "toUchy-feely" class, or one based solely in 

psychology, or an encounter group geared at exploring per

sonal problemso This, however, is not the case, and must 

be recognized as such first by the instructor and then by 

the students0 To institute this method in the classroom, 

the instructor must be willing to put aside past objective 
learning theories for the subjectively based response 

processo
The third pedagogical problem is that of the grading 

process* It is common knowledge that objective "factual" 

information is far easier to grade than subjective response, 

for in a subjective response there are really no right or 
wrong responses, merely differences in response patterns.
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Since there are no rights and wrongs, the traditional 

grading process does not mesh well with the Bleich response-

centered methodo In fact, Bleich speaks in terms of
)

evaluation rather than grading, saying that grading is only 

a portion of the total evaluation process0 Bleich states 
that “If, suddenly, the admissions process were to become 

noncompetitive, the need for grading would vanish«, But the 
need for evaluation would remain0” (Bleich 1975, p0 105) 
Bleich states that the authority of the instructor "is 

experential, not evaluative(Bleich 1975, p« 106) By 
trying to integrate the subjective criticism method with 
the traditional mode of objective grading, there material
izes a real danger for both instructor and student to equate 

self-worth and worth of scholarship in accord with the 

letter grade received on a subjective responseo Bleich 

states that in a subjectively based classroom "A student 

will have real grounds to think he is a “C0 person if his 

emotional responses receive that letter grade0" (Bleich 
1975, p0 106) Thus a class such as this would be most 
beneficial as a "pass/fail" option, setting up criteria 

so that the student knows what is necessary for passing 

the course e
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Bleich does recognize that the majority of instruc
tors teach in institutions which require the use of the 
traditional letter grading system,. In such situations where 
the instructor wishes to implement the subjective response- 
centered curriculum, Bleich offers two principles which 

"may be applied in determining a fair letter grade in a 
literary response courses (1) the amount of work produced 

by the student, and (2) the seriousness of purpose in the 
production of that work*" (Bleich 1975, p„ 107) Bleich 
suggests using the first principle to " index „ <, o the 

student0 s efforts to participate in the response process 

(Bleich 1975, p0 108) In this first principle the frequency 

and length of the responses from the students is the manner 

of measuremento Seriousness of purpose, the second principle 
to be used in the traditional grading system, shows that 
the "development of the response process in the individual 

is a key factor*" (Bleich 1975, p* 108) Here, the serious^ 
ness of purpose is based both on written responses as well 

as participation in class discussions0 Bleich states that 
'"Learning the response process means becoming more serious 

about oneself, and different people will develop this kind 

of seriousness at different rates*" (Bleich 1975, p* 108)
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At this juncture it is advantageous to discuss how 

Professor Bleich arrives at letter grades for his students0 
Bleich establishes a set number of responses required of 

the students and "those students who turn in all the 
essays«==on time and in a cooperative spirit--receive a B in 
my course*" (Bleich 1975, p* 108) Bleich8s grading base is 

more qualitative than quantitative because the letter grade 
"A" "can be achieved through outstanding work in a number 

of contextso" (Bleich 1975, pp* 108-109) Finally, says 
Bleich, "Grading in a response-criticism course boils down 
to a decision between what is adequate and what is excel

lent*" (Bleich 1975, p* 109)
In the oral interpretation of literature classroom, 

the questions raised concerning grading are less crucial 

than in a purely literary response classroom* Performance 
is the primary focus in the oral interpretation classroom 

and the grading of performances, like any art form, is in 

itself highly subjective* The Bleich method, as is 
suggested in this thesis, would be included in pre-perfor

mance preparations and post-performance self evaluations*

As such, the actual grading comes as a result of the perfor
mance* It is this writer's opinion that the supplemental
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use of the Bleich subjective response curriculum will not 
make the oral interpretation of literature class any more 
subjective in nature than it currently is, but the Bleich 

method is a way in which to awaken, stimulate, and heighten 

awareness of human nature and an understanding of the self 

through the use of this method coupled with performance 0

Logical Problems (Internal Relationships) 
of the Method

This writer has found no evidence of the existence

of logical problems within the course and content structure

of Professor Bleich°s subjective response-centered
curriculum* The Bleich method proceeds from a base level
where the most primitive and automatic responses ate first
examined and explored, to the more complex level of response,

where a more sophisticated response is required*
Internally, the four phases described by Bleich

work harmoniously, building one upon the other* The three

components of subjective criticism— perception, affective

response, and associative response— also work in harmony*
In this writer's opinion, the Bleich method logically

proceeds to produce awareness and exploration of subjective

response patterns in terms of literature*
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There does seem to exist an inconsistency between 
the focus of the course and the manner in which grades are 
assigned* The system which Bleich advocates is geared to 
allowing the student to gain a personal, individual insight 

into his/her reading in accordance with his/her perception 

and experiental realm* In this writer's opinion, no matter 
how a grade is determined, assigning a letter grade to a 

written response of this nature is defeating the purpose of 

the course*
Bleich speaks at length to the issue of the dangers 

of using a traditional grading system within this method 

and consequently proposes a grading system of his own, based 
on two principles: 10 (1) the amount of work produced by the

student, and (2) the seriousness of purpose in the produc

tion of that worko" (Bleich. 1975, p* 107) Yet even with 
the suggested use of these two principles, Bleich himself 

is creating the same dangers as in the traditional grading 

system* The amount of work is the first danger; human 

nature often leads us to believe that "more is better*"

The second danger is how does one determine seriousness of 

purpose? This writer feels that using seriousness of 

purpose to assign a letter grade is still open to a great
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deal of questioning0 Since it is the instructor’s percep

tion of seriousness of purpose of student responses, using 
this as a principle for grading is no different than 

assigning a letter grade to each response* Bleich says 
that "Grading in a response-criticism course boils down to 
a decision between what is adequate and what is excellent*" 
(Bleich 1975, p* 109) Again, as with seriousness of purpose 

purpose, the dichotomy between what is excellent and what 

is adequate still lies with the perception of the instruc

tor* It seems to this writer that any attempt to determine 

seriousness of purpose or adequate versus excellent work 
takes the emphasis away from offering true and personal 

responses and moves the emphasis into the realm of working 

to please the instructor for a better grade*

Summary

This chapter has attempted to evaluate Professor 

David Bleich0s subjective criticism teaching method*
The method was examined in light of the following five 
categoriess 1) Evaluation of the Method, 2) Evaluation 

of the Major Assumptions of the Method, 3) Evaluation of 

the Justifications of the Method, 4) Pedagogical Problems
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of the Method, and 5) Logical Problems (Internal Relation
ships) ©£ the Met hod <, These categories were expounded upon 

both in terms of using the method in a literary response 
classroom and in the oral interpretation of literature 
classroom*



CHAPTER FOUR

Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how 

Professor David Bleich6 s method of subjective criticism 
may be adapted for use as a supplemental approach to the 
teaching of the oral- interpretation of literature course= 

Topics such as prior considerations, classroom atmosphere, 
instructor role, instructor attitude, time factors, length 
of responses, and use of the journal will be discussed* 

Suggested approaches for implementation of this method will 

be offered* Projected lesson plans, syllabus, handouts and 

lecture notes for use in the projected course are included 

in the appendices of this thesis*

Adaptation of the Bleich Method for the
Oral Interpretation of Literature Classroom

In the adaptation of the Bleich method for the oral
interpretation of literature classroom, it is important to

emphasize that the method is offered as a supplemental

technique* It is hot designed as a total replacement for
') .

103
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current methods and techniques0 The Bleich method allows 
the student to come to know himself/herself in terms of the 
literature? the performance of the literature helps the 

student to share publicly that awareness of the self and the 
literatureo

The following sub-divisions detail the considera
tions necessary for the adaptation of the Bleich method for 

use in the basic oral interpretation of literature class

room*

Prior Considerations

As outlined by Professor Bleich, the practice of 
this method requires a high degree of intellectual and 

emotional commitment* Prior to the decision to implement 

this method as a supplemental technique in the teaching of 

the oral interpretation of literature, the instructor should 

weigh the following considerations*
iFirst, the instructor must determine for himself/ 

herself whether he/she is willing to invest the amount of 

time involved for pre-class preparation* Preparing to 

teach a course for the first time requires much study and 

review of available materials* This preparation time must 

be a prime consideration* When this writer made the



decision to use the present method in her oral interpreta
tion of literature classes, the preparation time entailed 
nearly two months of study and examination of the method 
as presented by Bleich* The lesson plans, syllabus, and 

lecture notes included in the appendices of this thesis 

were formulated during that time0 For the instructor 
wishing to use those materials already prepared, the pre- 

class preparation time would be significantly reduced0
Second, the instructor must determine whether he/ 

she is willing to expend the additional out-of-class time 

to read and comment on journal responses and those responses 

dealing with the subjective criticism components, as well 
as critique and grade performances0 By utilizing this 
method as a supplemental technique for teaching the oral 
interpretation of literature, the instructor is practically 

doubling the amount of out-of-class work0 This writer is 

of the opinion that all written work assigned to the students 

should be carefully and thoroughly read and commented upon? 

therefore the time factor must be carefully considered when 

contemplating this supplemento Depending upon the produc

tivity of the students involved, one might need to set
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aside approximately one hour total out-of-class time for 
each student in the course<,

Third, the instructor must decide whether he/she is 
willing to undergo the types of responses that he/she will 
request of the students0 This course can be successful 
only if the instructor has or is responding to the litera

ture according to the tenets set down by Bleich* The 
personal experience of formulating the three types of 

responses is an invaluable aid for both understanding one

self and the students* Additionally, when the instructor 

is personally familiar with the response process, he/she 

is better able to offer encouragement and advice to the 

students undertaking the same process*
Fourth, the instructor must determine whether he/ 

she is willing to participate in the class discussions of 
the responses* The sharing of the instructor’s responses 
to the literature with the students is paramount* The 

students in this method view the instructor as a role 

model? to not share the instructor’s own responses would 

serve to undermine the success of the course*

Fifth, the instructor must be open to experimenta

tion* Class populations vary in specific needs and
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interests and what may work well for one class may not 

work for another* Therefore, the instructor must be 
willing to experiment with different manners of presenta

tion, so as to tailor this method to the specific class* 
Sixth, the instructor must be willing to relax 

his/her classroom authority to some degree* The very 

nature of the instructor position implies authority, but in 

a subjectively based class, this needs to be underplayed 

in order to institute an atmosphere where the students feel 

comfortable enough to offer their responses* The instruct 
tor may still be viewed by the students as the evaluator, 

facilitator, and director of the course, but during the 
response sessions, the instructor must be especially care
ful not to exercise the classroom authority vested in 

his/her position*

Instructor Attitude 

This writer has found that a positive, encouraging 

attitude is of primary importance especially in this type 

of course* It is especially important that the students 

involved in this course be encouraged to offer responses 

and feel that no value judgment is being placed on those 

responses* A positive attitude on the part of the
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instructor is necessary from the beginning of the course 

so as to set the mood and tone of the class0 This positive, 
enthusiastic attitude usually.transfers to the majority of 

the students, and after a certain period of time, the 

students themselves develop the attitude about themselves 
and encourage others in the class to develop this positive 

attitudeo
For example, this writer uses five or ten minutes 

prior to each class to mentally. prepare«, In essence this 

preparation time is a period to get "psyched" for the 
class* This writer does not wish to imply that she is 

artificially pleasant, but she does try to avoid carrying 

extraneous thoughts into the classroom*
Often times the attitude of the class will change 

because of the presentation of a piece of literature or a 

response that is especially depressing or philosophical*

In such cases, this attitude is dealt with as it occurs *

This writer tries to end the class period on a positive 

note* The feelings and emotions which are expressed during 
any particular class are summarized* Thus the students do 

not leave the classroom harboring any negative or "down” 

feelings*
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Instructor Role 
The role of the instructor in the adaptation of the 

Bleich method to the oral interpretation of literature 
classroom is more complex than in a lecture type of class, 
yet at the same time, offers a challenge to the instructor* 

The instructor in this method must function as a facilita
tor, participant, critic, and performer«

As facilitator, the instructor's job is to guide 

the students in the formulation of their responses and the 
subsequent discussion of those responses* The role of the 

instructor as facilitator is similar to the role that a 

psychologist assumes when working in therapy? the instruc

tor paraphrases comments, asks for further explanation from 

the student, and encourages the student to continue with a 

thought or feeling* There is an important distinction, 
however, between the role of facilitator and the role of 

psychologistt whereas the psychologist focuses on the 

individual in a therapy situation, the facilitator focuses 

solely on the response of the individual, the individual 

is never analyzed*
As participant, the instructor must be subject to 

the same requirements as are the students* When this
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writer assumes the role of participant in her classes, she 
uses her responses primarily as an "ice-breaker" and a 
filler, especially when the students seem to be having a 

difficult time with sharing their own responses,, in this 

way the students8 responses receive the most emphasis, but 
the time allotted for responses is never wasted*

The instructor also serves as a critic during 

performances and other graded portions of the course* This 
role is one with which the students are most accustomed* 

This writer has found that even though the instructor 
assumes other roles which makes him/her more on the same 
level with the students, the students have no difficulty 

with the acceptance of the instructor9 s role as critic*

In this writer's course proposal, the instructor 

also serves the role of performer * This writer has found 

that students learn best by observing a role model and oral 

performances by the instructor greatly aid in instructing 

the students in the methods of per formance * This writer 

begins most class periods with an "opening prayer," a one 

or two minute performance of a piece of literature* This 

not only serves as a modeling technique but also exposes 

the students to a wide variety of literature* In addition,
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this writer also performs on occasion for purposes of 
demonstration*

Classroom Atmosphere 

Based upon this writer“s experience with the use 
of this method in the oral interpretation of literature 
class, it is most beneficial to create and maintain an 

informal atmosphere* An informal atmosphere helps to 
illustrate to the students that the class will be one of 

sharing ideas, thoughts, and feelings* The stigma 
surrounding a traditionally based lecture type of class is 

eliminated and is replaced with a genuine interest and 

caring on the part of the students*
This writer used several different techniques to 

establish and maintain an informal atmosphere in her 
classes* First of all, the class, including the instructor, 

was encouraged to use first names * Early on, the class was 

encouraged to learn the names of the other members and use 
them in asking a question or directing a comment* Many of 

this writer's students commented that in no other class 

were they ever encouraged to learn class members* names, 

let alone relate to others in the class on a one-to-one 

level*
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The majority of the response lecture/discussions 
were conducted in an "Indian style", with the entire class 
seated in a circular arrangement on the floor0 This type 

of seating arrangement facilitated in establishing an 
atmosphere more conducive to the sharing of responses0 
Other classroom discussions dealing with responses and 

individual performances were also conducted in this manner0 
Additionally, in an effort to maintain an informal 

atmosphere, different techniques were employed to begin 

the class periodso For instance, on occasion this writer 
used a variety of taped music to set the tone for the 

classo Other times, posters and slides were used to 

establish the mood and tone» These techniques are not 
essential, but did, in this writer's opinion, aid in the 

creation and maintenance of the informal classroom 

atmospheree

Course Activities 

In this proposed course, the activities are divided 

into graded and pass/fail assignments* The actual perfor

mances, plus a final paper, fall into the graded category, 

while the responses, journal, midterm and final are pass/ 

fail assignments0 Because those assignments dealing with
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the subjective response are of the pass/fail nature, this 

writer has found that the students are more willing to 
offer honest responses, especially when they know that no 

value judgments in the guise of grading will be assigned*
In the semester system, the graded portion of the 

course consists of six performances, three poem performances, 

one prose, one drama, one final program performance, and a 
"process of performance" paper* The graded assignments 
equal 100%o (see Appendix B) The pass/fail portion of the 

course consists of one perception response, one affective 
response, one associative response, a class/reading journal, 
a "thought" midterm, and a take-home final*

In the quarter system, the graded portion of the 
course consists of five performances, two poem performances, 

one prose, one drama, and one final program performance, in 

addition to the “process of performance" paper* (see Appen
dix C) The pass/fail assignments for the quarter system 

are the same as those for the semester system*

Textbooks

This writer advocates the use of basic anthologies 

in this type of course rather than a traditional oral 

interpretation text* Use of anthologies exposes the student



to a much wider range of literature, and seems to satisfy 
all types of reading tastes and levels* This in turn 

allows for a much wider variety of performances, therby 

exposing the students to more types of literature* Second, 
the use of anthologies instead of a traditional oral 
interpretation text places the emphasis on the individual 

and the reader? the student does not have to sift through 

the theory and technique of performance *
This writer has selected five texts, four . 

anthologies and one play, for use in this proposed courses 
Major American Poets (Williams and Honig 1962) ,
Comtemporary American Poetry (Hall 1972), Points of Views 

An Anthology of Short Stories (Moffett and McElheny 1966), 
Story and Structure (Perrine 1970), and Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern Are Dead (Stoppard 1967) * These five text
books are in paperback and can be obtained for a nominal 

cost*
The five textbooks selected for this proposed 

course offer to the student a direct interface with the 

literature * Combined, these texts offer a wide variety of 

modern and contemporary literature* It should be noted 
that one of the anthologies. Story and Structure (Perrine
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1970), contains extensive commentary concerning elements 
of prose fiction* The students are instructed to disregard 
the commentary in this particular text and concentrate 
solely on the literature contained within*

Thus by utilizing these or similar texts, the 

students are exposed to more literature than they would 
be with the use of a traditional oral interpretation text* 

The theories and techniques of oral interpretation come 

in the lecture/discussions, the handouts, and through 

the actual performances * It is this writer's opinion that 

students learn more about the oral interpretation of 

literature by doing and experiencing it rather than by 
reading about theories and techniques«

Time Factor
This writer has found that using the Bleich method 

as a supplemental teaching technique does not negatively 

affect the amount of material covered* In terms of student 
performances, the students in this writer's course have the 

same number of opportunities for performance as those 

students in this writer's traditional oral interpretation 

courses*
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With the semester system, each student has a total 
maximum performance time of 29 minutes? students in the 
quarter system have 25 minutes of total performance time<,
The students involved in this writer’s classes felt that 
the time allotted for their individual performances was 
more than adequate0

Use of the Journal

This writer has found that requiring the students

to keep a journal in this type of class is a valuable aid*

The students are encouraged to freely respond in their
journalso The handout used to explain this assignment may
be found in Appendix D, but the following excerpt will give

the reader of this thesis a flavor for the journals
In order to help you with your thinking and 
reacting in this class, I ask that you keep a 
journalo The journal is your opportunity to 
record thoughts, feelings, reactions, reflec
tions, questions, criticisms, and witticisms 
(and anything else that is pertinent)0 From 
time to time I will ask you to respond to a 
comment or question within your journal0 I’m 
not so much interested in the ”correct" response 
or seeing what you might think I want to see, but 
I am interested in your truthful and honest 
response to the class, your peers, the literature, 
and yourselfo (Sauro Appendix D)

Additionally, students are encouraged to review periodically

what they have written in the journal0 The journal helps to
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illustrate growth to both the students and the instructor 
and also helps the instructor gain insight into the 
personalities of his/her students0

This writer, when utilizing the concept of the 
journal, collects them on a regular basis0 In the semester 
system, collection of the journals at four-week intervals 

works wello Thus the journals are collected three times 
during the semester and then once again at the conclusion 

of the courseo In the quarter system, the journals might 
be collected at three-week intervals, three times during 
the quarter and once again at the conclusion of the course0 

In this course proposal, the journal is a non

graded requirement0 In order for the student to pass this 

requirement, he/she must complete a pre-determined number 

of assignmentso Additional responses are encouraged so 
that the student may better index his/her growth and 

progress® This writer has found that most of the students 

respond on a regular basis in their journals.and these 

responses are in reference to both the class and other 

related experiences and material® .
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Length of Responses 
The responses required in this proposal are of a 

non«=graded nature 0 In order for the student to pass this 

requirements he/she must submit in the journal each of 
the responses„

No length is specified^ The students are instructed 
to write as much as they need to in order to complete the 
responses adequately* It is this writer's experience that 
the first and second responses are fairly short, but as 
the students gain confidence in,themselves and their 
experience with the literature, the length of responses 

increases substantially0
For instance^ the first perception response is 

usually no more than one or two paragraphs® Each successive 

response seems to contain more detail, until, by the time 

the students have worked their way to dealing with the 

associative response, it is not unusual to find responses 

numbering five or more pages®

Handouts

This writer has designed and developed a number of 

handouts for use in her classes® These handouts deal
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primarily with explanations of assignments and oral inter
pretation theories and techniques.

In order to explain the course and the objectives 

more thoroughly to the students, this writer constructed a 

syllabus which enumerates these points, A handout also 
accompanies the explanation of the journal and the process 
of performance paper, (see Appendix D) Because the poems 

used for the perception and affective responses are con
tained in neither of the two poetry anthology textbooks, 
handouts are used, (see Appendix D)

In terms of the oral interpretation handouts, this 
writer uses a list of glossary terms which the students 

encounter throughout the class. Points of view in prose 

fiction are taught with the use of a points of view 
continuum handout. Angles of focus for the interpreter are 

both discussed in class and included on a handout for easy 

reference, A short story handout is used to teach the 

students about scripting literature for performance, (see 

Appendix D)

. Performances
The students in the semester system course have 

six formal, graded performances while the students involved
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in the quarter system have five graded performances0 In 
addition to the actual graded performances, students are 
encouraged to do "practice" performances whenever time 

permits* Time is also available for experimental perfor

mances when the class is involved in determining the sound 

and gesture of the speaker in literature* This writer has 

found that making available too much time for practice 

performances in class, for instance, requiring that each 
student do a practice performance, results in an inefficient 

use of time* Thus, in this proposed course the practice is 

done out of class*.

Examinations 
This writer utilizes both a midterm and a take- 

home final in this proposed course* In keeping with the 

nature of the course, both exams are non-graded* Neither 

of the exams can be termed objective? rather both are 
subjective and ask for personal responses to the questions 
asked* Copies of the midterm and the take-home final exam 

are included in Appendix D*
The determination of pass/fail is accomplished by 

the instructor setting up criteria* This writer’s first 

criterion is whether the student completed all sections of
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the exanio Second, this writer also takes the exams and 

lists all the possible points that were discussed in the 
courseo Each student response must contain a minimum of 
two of the possible points to receive a ”P"0 Lastly, this 
writer looks at the number of questions the students are 

asked to respond toe Each student must have earned a "P" 
on at least three-fourths of the examination to receive a 

"P" for the assignmento
If an "F" is received on either of the examinations, 

this writer subtracts five percent of the graded portion 

of the course from the final grade= Based on this writer’s 

experience with the use of this method, no student has 

received an MF“ on these examinations„

Lectures and Discussions 
In this proposed course, this writer lists all 

lectures as "lecture/discussions"„ Listed in this way, 

the students know from the onset that they have a role in 
the formal information-giving process=

The lecture/discussions encompass both the aspects 

of subjective criticism and the tenets of oral interpreta- 

tion0 This writer has structured the course so that the 

beginning lectures lay the ground work for the remainder of
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the courseo Lectures include the nature of perception, 
personality theory, knowledge acquisition, overview of 

subjective criticism and the components of subjective 

criticism, the nature of art, literature, and oral interpre
tation, and finally, the connection between subjective 
criticism, art, literature, and oral interpretation0 Thus, 

within the first two weeks of the course the students are 
introduced to the subjective criticism components and the 

art of oral interpretation„ It is this writer6s experience 
that these first lectures are crucial to the success of the 

course* This writer suggests the lecture/discussion sequence 

outlined in Appendices B and C, but any sequence of these 
lectures would be workable within the initial class meetings* 

The third week of lecture/discussion deal primarily 

with the genre of poetry and the oral performance of poetry 

and literature* This writer uses the genre of poetry to 
teach such elements of oral interpretation as the determina

tion of the sound and gesture of the speaker, techniques of 
focus and locus, and the re—creation of the literature from 

silent reading to oral performance*

Intermixed with the students1 performances are 

discussions and practice with the first two of the three
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components of subjective criticisnu The first component, 
the perception response, precede's the first performance, 
the affective response precedes the second performance*
After the individual and group response to the pre

determined poems, the students are assigned to do the 
appropriate response with the poem they have chosen for 

performance* With the semester system, where the students 
have one additional poetry performance, the students apply 
both the perception response and the affective response to 

the third poem they have chosen for performance*
At the conclusion of the graded poetry performances, 

this writer includes a summation of the poetry unit and an 
intrapersonal inventory which is the "thought” midterm*

This is assigned so that the students may collect their 

thoughts and feelings concerning their work in the course 

thus far*
The next set of lectures deal with the genre of 

prose fiction* Coupled with the prose fiction unit is the 
discussion and application of the associative response*

After the students have worked with a pre-determined short 

story both individually and as a group, they are assigned 

to apply the associative response to the prose fiction which
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they plan to perform* In addition, scripting and points 

of view in fiction are discussed*

The third genre discussed is drama* A pre
determined play is discussed and the associative response 
is applied to that play* The students are then assigned 
to use the associative response with the scene from drama 
they have chosen to perform*

The remainder of the course is devoted to the 
preparation of the students8 final program performances*
The lecture/discussions include an overview of the final 

program performance, kinds and types of programs, and 

demonstrations of sample programs* Although no formal 
assignment is made concerning the subjective criticism 

responses, this writer has found that the majority of the 
students continue to use the responses as they prepare 

for their final performances*

Summary

This chapter has offered suggested approaches for 

the inclusion of the Bleich method as a supplemental 

technique for utilisation in the oral interpretation of 
literature classroom* Discussion included prior considera

tions, instructor attitude, instructor role, classroom
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atmosphere, course activities, textbooks, time factors, 

use of the journal, length of responses, handouts, perfor
mances, lecture/discussions, and examinations0 Complete 

lesson plans and handouts are included in the appendices 

of this thesis



CHAPTER FIVE

Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the 
study this thesis has explored,. Conclusions drawn from 

this study will be discussed,. Finally, further avenues 

of study will be offered*

Summary

This writer has taken Professor David Bleich’s 
work in the area of subjective criticism and has adapted 
it for use in the oral interpretation of literature class

room* Since Professor'Bleich8s study is designed for use 

in an English literature classroom, the adaptation of his 

work for our discipline requires an integration of the 

tenets of subjective criticism with the tenets of oral 

interpretation and performance *
Subjective criticism, according to Bleich, "is a 

way of reaching knowledge of language and literature, of 
bearing responsibility for it, and of assembling collective 

interests in the pursuit of such knowledge *" (Bleich 1978,

126
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pQ 294) Additionally, Bleich states that "Subjective 
criticism assumes that each person's most urgent motiva
tions are to understand himself, and that the simplest 
path to this understanding is awareness of one's own 
language system as the agency of consciousness and self 
direction«," (Bleich 1978, p0 298)

The Bleich method is divided into four phases, 

"Thoughts and Feelings," “Feelings About Literature," 
"Deciding on Literary Importance," and "Interpretation 

as a Communal Act*" These phases are designed to be taught 

sequentially, with the base level phase occurring first and 

the other phases building upon the initial phase» In 
addition, the method is composed of three components to 
aid in the understanding of subjective criticism* These 
components— perception, affective response, and associative 

response— are also to be taught sequentially* Perception, 
the first component, serves as the base for the study of 

the affective response and the associative response. 

Although these components are present to some degree in 

every subjective response, the components are studied 

separately in order for understanding.
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In subjective criticism, these three components 

surface in a "re-creative" manner when the reader combines 
his/her experience, £rame-of-reference, and social, intel

lectual, emotional and spiritual development with that of 

the text of the literature« Thus, these components come 
into play when an individual takes a piece of literature 

and subjectively re-creates the experience presented by the 
author in the symbolic work according to his/her own level 
of development* The re-creative process is therefore 

based upon how the individual relates to the experience 

provided by the text of the literature*
There are five major assumptions upon which the 

Bleich method of subjective criticism is based* These 

assumptions relate to human nature in general and the 
nature of the individual in a subjectively based course*
The assumptions are: 1) the nature of knowledge acquisi
tion, 2) the nature of perceptual differences, 3) the 

observation that all human beings are "I" centered, 4) 

student willingness to participate in a subjectively based 

course, and 5) instructor willingness to participate in a 

subjectively based course*
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The Bleich method of subjective criticism offers 
five justifications for use* These justifications ares 

1) the method satisfies the need for relevance# 2) the 

method provides a vehicle for the student to come to know 
himself/herself# 3) the method creates an atmosphere which 
is analogous to the growth and maturation process# 4) the 
method satisfies our need for personal validation, and 
5) the method offers literature as a "shared" experience0 

The adaptation of this method for the oral interp

retation of literature classroom requires a condensation 
of the amount of information covered concerning both 

subjective criticism and oral interpretation,, To make 

ample room for performance# much of the initial response 

work is done out of class by the student and recorded in 

the journal in preparation for class discussion of those 

responses and in preparation for performance <, Class 

lectures and discussions integrate both the tenets of oral 
interpretation and subjective criticism. Other considera
tions in the adaptation of this method include, instructor 

role and attitude, classroom atmosphere# textbook selection# 

time factors# performance# use of the journal# responses# 

and examinations.
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Conclusion

This writer has found that this proposed course 
of subjective criticism works well as a supplemental 
technique for the teaching of the oral interpretation of 

literatureo With the use of subjective criticism we can 

move oral interpretation into the students’ realm and 

illustrate to him/her the humanizing elements of literature0
The students involved in this proposed course had 

a direct interface with the literature0 This writer found 

that these students were much more sensitive to the litera
ture because of their study of the literature in terms of 
their own personal experience« Their performances also 

reflected this sensitivity and understanding» Through the 
use of their journal responses, classroom responses, 

performances, and interpersonal dialogues, this writer is 

convinced that the use of this method as a supplemental 

technique for the teaching of the oral interpretation of 

literature greatly enhances the students’ ability to under

stand and thus perform the literature0 Moreover, the use 

of this method provides the students with a means of balance; 

by turning to literature with a knowledge of subjective 

criticism, the students can better understand themselves0
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Further Avenues of Study 
With a study of this nature, several aspects surface 

that would be viable as further avenues of study0 One such 

avenue of study might be an examination of the difference 
between the re—creative process which Bleich describes in 
his method and the re-creative process that scholars in 
oral interpretation are familiar with. As this writer 

stated in chapter one? the re-creative process may lead 

to the assumption that the Bleich method of re-creation 

may be the initial step in the re-creative process mani
fested in oral interpretation0

A second avenue of study might be an experimental" 
study of differences in personal awareness between students 

enrolled in a more traditionally based oral interpretation 

of literature class and those students participating in an 

oral interpretation of literature class using the Bleich 

response-centered method,, A study of this sort might shed 

additional light upon how the Bleich method might be 
further integrated into the oral interpretation of litera

ture classroom*
For those interested in historical studies, an 

investigation of the foundations of subjective criticism
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might be undertaken* A study of this nature might illus
trate previous trends in this area*

Several other research ideas may surface from this 

particular study* It is this writer's hope that other 

scholars find this study of significant interest so that 
they will personally explore and build upon this existing 

work*
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Deborah Anne Sauro 
Department of Speech Communication 
The University of. Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721

March 18, 1980

Dear Oral Interpretation Instructors
Please allow me to take this opportunity to introduce myself 
and offer a brief explanation of why I am contacting you*

I am a graduate teaching assistant in the Department of 
Speech Communication at The University of Arizona<, At this 
time I am working to complete my thesis which is entitled, 
"Subjective Criticisms A Supplemental Technique for Teaching 
the Oral Interpretation of Literature*" I have prepared a 
survey concerning the Oral Interpretation textbooks currently 
being used in basic courses0 The information received from 
this survey will be used within the thesis to illustrate 
the textbooks in use and instructor reaction to these books0
I would greatly appreciate it if you could take a few minutes 
to read and respond to the survey0 For your convenience in 
responding, I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
for return mailing*

Thank you very much for your interest and cooperation* 

Sincerely,

Deborah Anne Sauro

enclosures
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SURVEY CONCERNING 
ORAL INTERPRETATION TEXTBOOKS

lo Do you use a "traditional" oral interpretation text?
YES__________ _

NO_____________

TITLE

20 Do you use additional textual materials in your classes? 
YES_______

TITLE

30 Briefly, what are your reactions to the text you currently 
use in your classes?

May I contact you for further information? YES
NO

Respondent ° s Name (optional)

Thank you for your time, interest, and cooperation0
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF 
ORAL INTERPRETATION

"Art is the way the mind breathes0"
— John Ciardi

OVERVIEW? This is a course of study designed to enable
you to learn about yourself, through the investigation 
of two complimentary art forms— man and literatureo 
One cannot and does not fully exist without the other0 

Throughout time, man has used symbols-— 
words'— to convey feelings, thoughts, and ideas„
Written symbols— literature— were created and employed 
as a vehicle of self-expression, a vehicle by which 
and through which man exposes his inner-most reality* 
Man gives literature meaning, depth, fantasy, purpose, 
and beingo Literature gives us a vehicle to view man 
in his best and worst moments, allows us to share' in . 
his joys and truimphs, to experience tragedy and 
sorrow, and to see the strengths and frailties of our 
race* Literature is the manifestation of man's inter- 
petsonal and intrapersonal experience0 Literature 
does not claim to be "true", but it does show us 
"truth" as it teaches us what it means to be human*

Oral Interpretation is created when man and 
literature unite* Through the Oral Interpretation of 
Literature, a very special and unique art form, we are 
able to learn the "truth" about ourselves and convey 
this "truth" to others*

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
To provide the student the opportunity to 

learn to know himself/herself and the world in which 
he/she lives*

To help make literature a vital component in 
the student's life *

To expose the student to a variety of types 
of literature*
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To help the student develop skills for the 
personal evaluation and appreciation of literature0

To help the student develop the communica
tive skills necessary for the performance of 
literatureo

To leave the good taste of literature and 
performance in the mouth of the student«,

REQUIRED TEXTSs
Oscar Williams and Edwin Honig „ editors<> 

Major American Poets*

James Moffett and Kenneth R0 McElheny, 
editorso Points of View: An Anthology of Short Stories,,

Tom Stoppardo Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Deado

COURSE ACTIVITIES:
We will be doing a number of graded and pass/ 

fail activities during the Semester« The following 
outline illustrates these activities:

Donald Hall, editor American
Poetry.

Laurence Perrine. Story and Structure

Graded Pass/Fail
1st poem performance 3%
2nd poem performance 10%
3rd poem performance 10%
1 prose performance 15%
1 drama performance 20%
1 final performance 25%
process of performance

perception response paper 
affective response paper 
associative response

paper
class/reading journal 
"thought" midterm 
take-home final exam

paper 15%
STRONG CLASS PARTICIPATION IS EXPECTED.
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GRADING? The final grade for this course will be based
primarily on the oral performances required in this 
class0 But in order for your graded performances to 
count, you must complete with a "P” each of the Pass/ 
Fail assignments associated with the graded performance0

THE INFLEXIBLE RULES?
10 Be here and be on timee
20 Come to class prepared,
3o Care about yourself and your work,
4o See ME about any problems,
50 If you are working full time and taking

a full course load, please do yourself 
and us a favor— drop this class,

6, Relax and have fun— this is a course for
your personal edification, a gem in your 
crown.

I know these "rules" sound rigorous and demanding, 
but I have confidence in your maturity and dedication 
to learning. Work hard— you will reap what you 
sow.

Welcome Aboard!
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SEMESTER SYSTEM

Semesters Based upon a sixteen week course ? fifteen 
weeks of classroom study, one week final 
exam period0

Class
Sequences Based upon a Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

sequence0
Class Size s Maximum Population - 25 students 

Minimum Population - none 
Ideal Population - 15=20 students

Required 
Textbooks s Oscar Williams and Edwin Honig, editors* 

Major American Poets*
Donald Hall, editor* Contemporary American 
Poetry*
James Moffett and Kenneth R* McElheny, 
editors* Points of View: An Anthology of
Short Stories*

Laurence Perrine* Story and Structure*

Tom Stoppard* Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Dead*

Supplementa1 
Textss Anthologies may be placed on library reserve.

Additional
Materials: Handout supplements dealing with literature 

and oral interpretation theory and technique 
xeroxed or mimeographed for students*
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WEEK ONE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Thorough introduction to course
A0 explanation of scope and direction of 

course as subjectively based 
Bo explanation of syllabus 
Co explanation of oral and written course 

requirements 
Do explanation of graded and pass/fail 

requirements 
Eo explanation of journal requirement

Assignment
Ao skim and sample poetry from anthologies 
Bo response to first class meeting in 

journal

Lecture and class discussion 
Ao the nature of perception 
Bo personality theory 
Co knowledge acquisition

Assignment
Ad continue skimming and sampling poetry 

with an eye toward first performance

Lecture and class discussion
Ao subjective criticism (definition and 

purpose)
Bo overview of components of subjective 

criticism

Assignment
A0 journal response to questions:

1) What are your current feelings 
about literature?

2) What are your current feelings 
about poetry?

3) What do you know about literature?
4) What do you know about yourself 

in terms of literature?



WEEK TWO SEMESTER

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 What is art?
B0 What is literature?
Co What is oral interpretation? .

Assignment
A0 in journal-define oral interpretation 

in terms of yourself

Lecture and class discussion
Ao subjective criticism and art, litera

ture, and oral interpretation 
B0 thoughts versus feelings 
Co perception response

Assignment
Ao written perception response of Frost1s

poem, "A Drumlin Woodchuck" for Friday8 
class

Lecture and class discussion 
Ao perception of Frost's poem 
Bo discussion of individual perceptions

Assignment
Ao decide on poem for performance 
Bo apply tenets of perceptual response to 

poem to be performed and record in 
journal
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WEEK THREE

Monday:

Wednesday:

Friday:

SEMESTER

Lecture and class discussion 
Ae the nature of poetry 
Bo types of poetry
Co selecting poetry for performance

Assignment
A0 continue working on poem for performance

Lecture and class discussion
Ao oral performance of the written text 
Bo technique and performance presentation

Assignment
Ao continue working on poem for performance 
B0 bring poem to class on Friday for 

practice performances

Practice performances and class discussion 
A0 how to determine the sound and gesture 

of the speaker in the poem 
Bo performances of prepared material and 

optional performances of actual poems 
planned for performance

Assignment
A0 journal response of sound and gesture 

of speaker in individual poems set 
for performance
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WEEK FOUR

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Graded performances
A0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances

Assignment
A0 response in journal to own performance 

of poem
Bo continuation of reading/sampling poetry 

from texts and other books in prepara
tion for following two poetry perfor
mances

Graded performances
Ac three minute time limit 
B0 thirteen performances (to be adjusted 

to correspond to class size)

Assignment
Ac response in journal to own performance 

of poem
Bo continuation of reading/sampling poetry 

from texts and other books in prepara
tion for following two poetry perfor
mances

Class discussion
A0 first performances (individual response)

Lecture and class discussion 
Ac the affective response

Assignment
Ac written affective response to John

Fredrick Nims8 poem, "The Young Ionia"
Bo decide on poem for second performance
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WEEK FIVE

Monday;

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Lecture and class discussion
A0 affective response to Nims1 poem 
B0 discussion of individual affective 

response

Assignment
A0 apply tenets of affective response to 

second poem to be performed and record 
in journal

Graded performances
A0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances

Assignment
A0 response in journal to a performance of 

a peer

Graded performances
A0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances (to be adjusted 

to correspond to class size)

Assignment
Ac response in journal to a performance of 

a peer
Bo continuation of reading/sampling poetry 

from texts and other books in prepara^ 
tion for final poetry performance
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WEEK SIX

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Glass discussion
A„ second performances (individual response)

Lecture and class discussion
A*, perception response and affective re

sponse in terms of performance

Assignment
A0 apply tenets of perception response and 

affective response to third poem to be 
performed and record in journal

Graded performances
A0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances

Assignment 
A0 none

Graded performances
A0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances (to be adjusted 

to correspond to class size)

Assignment
Ac re-read journal entries concerning 

the course and poetry 
Bo skim and sample prose fiction from 

anthologies
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WEEK SEVEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Class discussion
A0 wrap-up of poetry unit

Midterm Exam
A0 "where you11 re ats an intr a personal 

inventory"

Assignment
A0 read D0 H0 Lawrence's» "The Rocking- 

Horse Winner"

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 prose fiction 
B„ types of prose fiction

Assignment
A0 continuation of sampling prose fiction 

for performance 
Bo finish reading "The Rocking-Horse 

Winner"

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 the associative response 
B0 in-class look at "The Rocking-Horse 

Winner"

Assignment
Ao written associative response to “The 

Rocking-Horse Winner"
Bo continuation of sampling prose fiction 

for performance
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WEEK EIGHT

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Lecture and class discussion
A0 associative response to Lawrence's 

short story 
Bo discussion of individual associative 

response
Assignment
A0 read Angela Gibbs' short story, "The 

Test" and look in terms of editing 
the story to fit within a five minute 
time limit

Lecture and class discussion
Ac cutting and preparing prose fiction 

for performance 
B0 discussion of deciding on literary 

importance

Assignment
A0 decide on prose fiction for performance 

in class

Lecture and class discussion
A0 points of view in prose fiction
Bo techniques to clarify points of view

and character in oral performance 
C0 demonstration of points of view and

character placement/focus in the oral 
performance of prose fiction

Assignment -
A0 apply the tenets of the associative

response to the prose fiction selected 
for performance and record in journal
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WEEK NINE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Graded performances
A0 five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment
A0 response in journal to one performance 

by a peer

Graded performances
Ao five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment
A0 response in journal to one performance 

by a peer

>Graded performances
A0 five minute time limit
Bo nine performances per day (to be

adjusted to correspond to class size)

Class discussion
Ao prose performance (individual response)

Assignment
A0 journal response to prose performance 

(own)
Bo begin reading Tom Stoppard“s Rosencrantz 

and Guildenstern Are Dead
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WEEK TEN.

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Lecture and class discussion 
Ac, drama overview 
B0 elements of drama

Assignment
A,, written associative response to Stoppard * s 

Rosencrants and Guildenstern Are Dead.

Lecture and class discussion
A« Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead

Assignment
Ac continue associative response 
Bo select scene for performance

Lecture and class discussion
A0 associative response to Stoppard0s 

play
Bo discussion of individual associative 

response
Assignment
An prepare for drama oral performance
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WEEK ELEVEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER -

. Graded performances
A» five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment
Ac journal response of one performance 

by a peer

Graded performances
A0 five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response of one performance 

by a peer

Graded performances
A0 five minute time limit
Bo nine performances per day (to be

adjusted to correspond to class size)

Assignment
A0 journal response of one performance 

by a peer
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• WEEK TWELVE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Class discussion •
A0 drama performance (individual response)

Assignment
A0 begin search for literature for final 

performance

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 the final oral performance 
Bo kinds and types of programs

Assignment
A0 continue search for literature for 

final performance

Demonstrations and class discussion 
A0 sample programs

Assignment
A0 continue search for literature for 

final performance
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WEEK THIRTEEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Demonstrations and class discussion 
A a sample programs
Bo class composite of performance program

Assignment
Ac continue search for literature for 

final performance

Workshop day
A0 available time for questions, assistance, 

etc*
Assignment
A0 continue working on final performance

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
Bo four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance
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WEEK FOURTEEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
B0 four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
Bo four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
B0 four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance
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WEEK FIFTEEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

SEMESTER

Graded final performances 
Ae ten minute time limit 
B0 four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
Ac ten minute time limit 
B0 four performances per day

Assignment
Ac journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
Bo four performances per day

Assignment
A0 journal response to own performance
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EXAM WEEK SEMESTER

Class discussion
Ao wrap-up of course 
Be concluding remarks 
Co collection of journals 
D0 collection of take home finals 
E0 distribution of “Where you6re at: 

intrapersonal inventory”
an
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF 
ORAL INTERPRETATION

"Art is the way the mind breathes=”
— John Ciardi

OVERVIEW? This is a course of study designed to enable
you to learn about yourself, through the investigation 
of two complimentary art forms— -man and literature0 
One cannot and does not fully exist without the other0 

Throughout time„ man has used symbols-—  
words— to convey feelings, thoughts, and ideas*
Written symbols— literature— were created and employed 
as a vehicle of self-expression, a vehicle by which 
and through which man exposes his inner-most reality0 
Man gives literature meaning, depth, fantasy, purpose, 
and beingo Literature gives us a vehicle to view man 
in his best and worst moments, allows us to share in 
his joys and truimphs, to experience tragedy and 
sorrow, and to see the strengths and frailties of our 
race. Literature is the manifestation of man's inter
personal and intrapersonal experience0 Literature 
does not claim to be "true", but it does show us 
"truth" as it teaches us what it means to be human0

Oral Interpretation is created when man and 
literature unite0 Through the Oral Interpretation of 
Literature, a very special and unique art form, we are 
able to learn the "truth" about ourselves and convey 
this "truth" to others0

COURSE OBJECTIVESs
To provide the student the opportunity to 

learn to know himself/herself and the world in which 
he/she lives0

To help make literature a vital component in 
the student's life*

To expose the student to a variety of types 
of literatureo
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To help the student develop skills for the 
personal evaluation and appreciation of literatureQ

To help the student develop the communica
tive skills necessary for the performance of 
literatureo

To leave the good taste of literature and 
performance in the mouth of the student*

REQUIRED TEXTSs
Oscar Williams and Edwin Honig, editors*

Major American Poets.irri i —* - - , , , ,...  , , , , --  ,

Donald Hall„ editor* Contemporary American
Poetry*

James Moffett and Kenneth R* McElheny„ 
editors* Points of View: An Anthology of Short Stories*

Laurence Pernine* Story and Structure*

Tom Stoppard* Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead*

COURSE ACTIVITIESs
We will be doing a number of graded and pass/ 

fail activities during the quarter* The following 
outline illustrates these activitiess

Graded Pass/Fail
1st poem performance 10% perception response paper
2nd poem performance 10% affective response paper
1 prose performance 15% associative response
1 drama performance 20% paper
1 final performance 25% class/reading journal
process of performance wthought" midterm

paper 20% take-home final exam

STRONG CLASS PARTICIPATION IS EXPECTED*
■ >
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GRMJIHGs The final grade for this course will be based
primarily on the oral performances required in this 
classo But in order for your graded performances to 
count, you must complete with a "P* each of the Pass/ 
Fail assignments associated with the graded performance0

THE INFLEXIBLE RULES?
10 Be here and be on time*
2» Come to class prepared*
3 * Care about yourself and your work*
4* See ME about any problems*
5* If you are working full time and taking

a full course load, please do yourself 
and us a favor— drop this class*

6* Relax and have fun— this is a course for
your personal edification, a gem in your 
crown*

# # # # # # # # # #

I know these "rules" sound rigorous and demanding, 
but I have confidence in your maturity and dedication 
to learning* Work hard— you will reap what you 
sow*

Welcome Aboard*
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QUARTER SYSTEM

Quarters

Class
Sequence %

Class Sizes

Required 
Textbooks s

James Moffett and Kenneth R0 McElheny* 
editors0 Points of View: An Anthology of 
Short Storieso
Laurence Perrine0 Story and Structure0
Tom Stoppard* Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Dead*

Supplemental
Textss Anthologies may be placed on library reserve*

Additional
Materials: Handout supplements dealing with literature

and oral interpretation theory and technique 
xeroxed or mimeographed for students*

Based upon an eleven week course? ten weeks 
of. classroom study? one week final exam 
period*

Based upon a Monday? Wednesday? Friday 
sequence*
Maximum Population - 20 students 
Minimum Population - none 
Ideal Population - 10-15 students

Oscar Williams and Edwin Honig? editors* 
Major American Poets*

Donald Hall? editor* Contemporary American
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WEEK ONE

Mondays

Wednesdays

i

Fridays

QUARTER

Thorough introduction to course
A0 explanation of scope and direction of 

course as subjectively based 
B0 explanation of syllabus 
Co explanation of oral and written course 

requirement s 
Do explanation of graded and pass/fail 

requirements 
Eo explanation of journal requirement

Assignment
A 0 skim and sample poetry from anthologies 
Bo response to first class meeting in 

journal

Lecture and class discussion
A0 the nature of perception
Bo personality theory
Co knowledge acquisition
Do subjective criticism (definition and

purpose)
Eo overview of components of subjective

criticism

Assignment
A 0 continue skimming and sampling poetry

with an eye toward first performance 
B0 journal response to questionss

1) What are your current feelings 
about literature?

2) What are your current feelings 
about poetry?

3) What do you know about literature?
4) What do you know about yourself 

in terms of literature?

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 What is art?
Bo What is literature?
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WEEK ONE (continued) QUARTER

C0 What is oral interpretation? 
Assignment

A 0 in journal define oral interpretation 
in terms of yourself
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WEEK TWO

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Lecture and class discussion
Ao subjective criticism and art, litera

ture, and oral interpretation 
Bo thoughts versus feelings 
Co perception response

Assignment
A. written perception response of Frost's 

poem, “A Drumlin Woodchuck" for Wed<>9s 
class

Lecture and class discussion 
Ac perception of Frost's poem 
Bo discussion of individual perceptions

Assignment
A0 decide on poem for performance 
Bo apply tenets of perceptual response to 

poem to be performed and record in 
journal

Lecture and class discussion 
Ao the nature of poetry 
B 0 types of poetry ^
Co selecting poetry for performance

Assignment
Ao continue working on poem for performance
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WEEK THREE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Lecture and class discussion and practice 
performances

A e oral performance of the written text 
B0 technique and performance presentation
Co how to determine the sound and gesture

of the speaker in the poem 
Do performances of prepared material and 

optional performances of actual poems 
planned for performance

Assignment
A0 continue working on poem for performance
Bo journal response of sound and gesture

of speaker in individual poems set 
for performance

Graded performances
A 0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances

Assignment
Ao response in journal to own performance 
Bo continuation of reading/sampling poetry 

from texts and other books in prepara
tion for second performance

Graded performances
A 0 three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances (to be adjusted 

to correspond to class size)
Co individual responses to first perfor

mances
Do lecture and class discussion of the 

affective response
Assignment

Ao response in journal to own performance 
Bo written affective response to Mims' 

poem, "The Young Ionia”
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WEEK FOUR

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Lecture and class discussion
affective response to Miras1 poem 

B0 discussion of individual affective 
response

Assignment
A0 apply tenets of affective response to 

second poem to be performed and record 
in journal

Graded performances
Ac three minute, time limit 
Bo thirteen performances

Assignment
Ac response in journal to a performance of 

a peer

Graded performances
A* three minute time limit 
Bo thirteen performances (to be adjusted 

to correspond to class size)
Go individual responses to second poem 

performance 
Do lecture and class discussion of the 

perception response and affective 
response in terms of performance

Assignment
A 0 response in journal to a performance of 

a peer
Bo re-read journal entries concerning 

the course and poetry 
Co skim and sample prose fiction from 

anthologies
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WEEK FIVE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER .

Class discussion
A0 wrap-up of poetry unit

Midterm exam
Ay “where you're ats an intrapersonal 

inventory"
Assignment

Ay read D„ H0 Lawrence's, “The Rocking- 
Horse Winner"

Lecture and class discussion 
A 0 prose fiction 
Bo types of prose fiction

Assignment
A 0 continuation of sampling of prose 

fiction for performance 
Bo finish reading "The Rocking-Horse 

Winner"

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 the associative response 
Bo in-class look at "The Rocking-Horse 

Winner"

Assignment
A 0 written associative response to "The 

Rocking-Horse Winner"
Be continuation of sampling of prose 

fiction for performance
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WEEK SIX

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Lecture and class discussion
&0 associative response to Lawrence8 s 

short story 
B<, discussion of individual associative 

response
Assignment

A0 read Angela Gibbs8 short story, “The 
Test” and look in terms of editing 
the story to fit within a five minute 
time limit

Lecture and class discussion
A© cutting and preparing prose fiction

for performance 
B0 discussion of deciding on literary

importance 
Co points of view in prose fiction
Do techniques t© clarify points of view

and character in oral performance 
E0 demonstration of points of view and

character placement/focus in the oral 
performance of prose fiction

Assignment
A 0 decide on prose fiction for performance
Bo apply the tenets of the associative

response to the prose fiction selected 
for performance and record in journal

Graded performances
A0 - five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment
A 0 response in journal to one performance

by a peer. \
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WBE3C SEWEB 

Mosaday s-

Wednesdays

Fridays

QimRTSR

Graded performances
five minute time limit 

Bo nine performances per day (to be
adjusted to correspond to class size)

Class discussion
prose performance I(individual response)

Assignment
Ac, response in journal to one performance 

by a peer
Bo journal response to own prose perfor

mance ( •
C0 begin reading Tom Stoppard's Rosenerantz 

and Guildenstern are Dead

Lecture and class discussion
Ac. drama overview .
Be elements of drama
Co Rosenerantz and Guildenstern.are Dead

Assignment
A0 written associative response to

Rosenerantz and Guildenstern are Dead 
B0 select scene for performance

Lecture and class discussion
A 0 associative response to Stoppard0 s 

play
B0 discussion of individual associative 

response
Assignment

A 0 prepare for drama oral performance
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WEEK EIGHT

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QWARTER

Graded performances
Ao five minute time limit 
Bo nine performances per day

Assignment.
A 0 journal response of one performance 

by a peer

Graded performances
A 0 five minute time limit 
B0 nine performances per day

Assignment
Ao journal response of one performance 

by a peer

Graded performances
Ao five minute time limit
Bo nine performances per day (to be

adjusted to correspond to class size) 
Co individual responses to drama 

performances

Assignment
Ao journal response of one performance 

by a peer
Bo begin search for literature for final 

performance
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WEEK N1BE

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Lecture and class discussion 
A0 the final oral performance 
Bo kinds and types of programs

Assignment
A 0 continue search for literature for 

final performance

Demonstrations and class discussion 
A0 sample programs

Assignment
A 0 continue search for literature for 

final performance

Demonstrations and class discussion 
A c sample programs
Bo class composite of performance program

Assignment ■
A* continue working on final performance 

program
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WEEK TEN

Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

QUARTER

Graded final performances
ten minute time limit 

Bo four performances per day
Assignment

Ao journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
A 0 ten minute time limit 
Bo four performances per day

Assignment
A 0 journal response to own performance

Graded final performances 
A0 ten minute time limit 
Bo four performances per day

Assignment
A 0 journal response to own performance
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EXAM WEEK QUARTER

Graded final performances 
A„ ten minute time limit
B0 ten performances in a two hour period

(to be adjusted to correspond to class 
size)

Co wrap-up of course
D 0 concluding remarks
E 0 collection of journals
F0 collection of take-home finals
Go distribution of "Where you8 re ati an 

intrapersonal inventory”
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THE CLASS/KEADTNG JOURNAL

I think that an oral interpretation, class is- a lot 
like visiting a psychologist-— both work to aid the individ
ual in learning about himself and the world in which he 
lives* And, just .as one needs to take .time after a session 
with a psychologist to think about and react to what was 
said during the visit, so does one need to do the same after 
an oral interpretation class*

In order to help you with your thinking and reacting 
in this class, I ask that you keep a journal* The journal 
is your opportunity to record thoughts, feelings^ reactions, 
reflections, questions, criticisms, and witticisms (and 
anything else that is pertinentX* From time to time I will 
ask you to respond to a comment or question within your 
journal* I ’m not so much interested in the "correct" 
response or seeing what you might think I want to see, but 
I am interested in your truthful and honest response to the 
class, your peers, the literature, and yourself* Please 
know that all journals are kept in the strictest of confi
dence and are read, by yours truly, in the most open, 
objective/subjective state that my being will allow*

I will probably ask to take a look at your journal
at various times during the class, so keep it up-to-date*
Besides, the only way to make the journal meaningful is to 
record the thoughts and feelings as they occur* But, have 
no fear— I will always give you at least one day advance
notice before I ask for the journals,

. ■ . r- . . -

The following is an outline of the evaluation that 
I will use as a guide for assigning a "PN for your works

1, Number of Entries
2* Quality of Entries
3, Development of Ideas
4, Integration of Knowledge
5c .Class Assignments Answered .



JOURNAL EVALUATION

STUDENT*

10 Number of Entries 

2. Quality of Entries 

3o Development of Ideas 

4* Integration of Knowledge 

5* Class Assignments Answered

COMMENTSs
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PROCESS OF PERFORMANCE 
PAPER

The "Process of Performance" paper is just what the 
title implies; you are to choose one of your later perfor
mances (prose, drama, or final) and record the entire 
process. This paper, like the journal, will help you to 
formulate and isolate thoughts, feelings, difficulties, 
rewards, etcc which may be encountered during the performance 
preparation.

The paper can best be divided into three stages.
Stage one, Pre—performance, should include the following 
informations

A) the initial search for literature (what was the 
process?)

B) the decision-making process in terms of the final 
selection of literature

C) the initial stages of rehearsal, from the cutting 
and staging to dress rehearsal (the process from 
the beginning, including your perception, affective 
and associative responses, to the point just prior 
to performance)

Stage two. Performance, should include the following:

A) immediate reactions to your in-class performance
(what were you thinking/feeling immediately before, 
during, and after performance?) This' stage should 
be formulated and committed to the page as soon as 
possible after your performance.

Stage three. Post-performance, should,include the following:

A) an evaluation.of your performance written about 
a week after you've performed

B) any insights:into “better" performance approaches
C) one outstanding accomplishment in your performance
D) one area that you wish to work on in the future

• The paper should be written in paragraph form. You 
may use the above as title and subtitle headings, but this 
is not a requirement. I prefer neat,' typewritten copy, but
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I will accept neat, doublespaced, handwritten copy* A word 
to the wise: I cannot and will not grade what I cannot
read*

I don't expect any ten page papers nor do I expect 
one/two paragraph papers. No other word or page limit—  
strike a happy medium between the above*
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THE "BIBLE" OF ORAL INTERPRETATION TERMS

AESTHETIC DISTANCE: the mental distance of a
performer

ALLITERATION: the repetition of the same initial
sound,, as in cat, kooky, curt

AMBIGUITY: possessing at one and the same time a 
variety of meanings

ASSONANCE: the repetition of the same vowel sounds,
as in cake, mistake, bait

CAESURA: a mid-line pause
CHARACTERIZATION: voice, body, proxemics, and dress

to suggest a persona (speaker) other than oneself
CLIMAX: the moment of highest tension in a plot

CONCEIT: an extended simile
CRISIS: recognition by a character that something

must be done
DENOUEMENT: final disentanglement of plot, the

resolution
DIALOGUE TAG: the "he saids" and "she saids" in prose

DICTION: the levels of language that the poet/author/
dramatist uses
FORMAL DICTION: solemn, formalized language

appropriate for lofty themes and serious topics 
and people

INFORMAL DICTION: normal, everyday speech, somewhat
like conversation

DISCOURSE:
DIRECT DISCOURSE: "Paw," he said, "I jist cain't

go todayon
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INDIRECT DISCOURSEz He told Paw he could not go0
EMPATHY: a feeling into? a simpatico with something

or someone

ENJAMBMEOTs one line of poetry runs into the next
EXPOSITIONS identification of characters and their 

relationships to one another so that the conflict 
can be understood

FALLACYs
AFFECTIVE FALLACY? overt emotional affect by the 

reader
INTENTIONAL FALLACYs ascribing an intent by 

another, usually an author

FOCUS: a technical term referring to what the performer
does with his eyes in order to “place” the play or 
the poem or the short story
DIRECT-=ADDRESS FOCUS: eye contact with the general

audience, as if the performer were a public 
speaker interacting with a large group 

OFFSTAGE FOCUS: the performer places the person
spoken to beyond or slightly above the heads of 
the audience, as if there were a mirror image 
of the scene on the rear wall, and the performer 
has found his “partner” there, in the mirror*
It is most effective if the performer actually 
can visualise the person spoken to 

ONSTAGE FOCUSs characters interact within the
performance space, as they would in a traditional 
theatre performance, behing the proscenium arch? 
the performers act as if the audience is not 
present

HYPERBOLES a literary device that makes use of
exaggerations "It is the east and Juliet is the 
sun*”

IMAGERY: a mental picture of something that is not
actually present
AUDITORY: imagery that calls forth sound or noises?

appeals to the sense of hearing
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B&LAMCEo
GUSTATORYs imagery which makes reader and responder 

"taste" or even salivate 
KINETIC ACTION: imagery which makes us respond with 

our muscles, appeals to our motor senses, in 
terms of tension and relaxation 

OLFACTORY: imagery which refers to our sense of
smell.

TACTILE: imagery which appeals to our sense of
“feel," or touch, physical contact, pressure 

THERMAL: imagery which makes us feel heat or
hotness

VISUAL: imagery that appeals to the eye or stirs
up a picture in the mind

IRONY: 1) a character/persona says one thing and 
means another

2) in literature, the outcome of an event is 
the opposite of what is expected
Irony can be in the literature or in the audience 
or both

LOCUS: 1) an aesthetic term meaning where the 
literature or the scene is placed or located

2) view of speaker from a location and focus

METAPHOR: a literary device that implies a comparison:
"Her face was a map of indifference."

MONOLOGUE:
DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE: the speaker is addressing an

audience in the literary selection, e.g.
Browning"s "My Last Duchess”

INTERIOR MONOLOGUE: the speaker is directing the
words to self in the literary selection

NARRATOR: the "voice” relating a story? sometimes
called the "central intelligence"

ODEION: in ancient times, the interpreter's house.
Poets tested their newly-forged literature in this 
performance space

ONOMATOPOEIA: sound suggests the meaning, as in
pop, fizs, bang
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PERSOHA (SPEAKER)g speaker„ character# mask
PERSONIFICATIONg giving abstractions# human

characteristics§ “She sat like Patience on a 
monument# smiling at Grief*“

PLACEMENT: back wall placement of a character in a
scene ? offstage focus

PLOT: dramatic events linked by causality: "The king
died# and then the queen died of grief*" The 
chronological line of thought in a story*

POINT OF VIEW: the teller of the story? first# third#
non*=participant# minor participant# limited 
omniscient# and omniscient? the angle of vision 
from which a narrator speaks

PROGRAMMING: a program is an arrangement of selected
p pieces of literature which are read aloud and 

illuminated with comments (called “introduction" 
and "transitions")? it is part talking and part 
reading? what is said and what is read are bound 
together with a specific purpose
AUTHOR=CENTERED PROGRAM: the focus of a program in

on an author— some aspect of his content or style* 
THEME<= CENTERED PROGRAM: every selection in this 

program should be focused toward or should 
sharpen a central idea

READER’S DIRECTIVE: the literature often signals to
the performer certain ways to/of performing it:
"She spoke softly and moved her head in a bird
like way* “

SCENE: a full presentation of the characters# moving
and talking# in a specific time or place

SIMILE: a comparison using “like" or "as": “She was
as gentle as a rabbit*"

SUMMARY: non-dramatised narration? action and dialogue 
are reported rather than enacted
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SYMBOL? a literary device indicating something that 
stands for something else

SYNECDOCHEs a part represents the whole

TACTz sensitive to diversity and differences?
accepting a. poem and getting acquainted with it in 
a positive way

THEATRONs in ancient Greece * "A place to see o'" We 
usually think of it as a structure in the Golden 
Age of Greece in which were presented the classical 
tragedies and comedies

THREE QUALITIES OF POETRYs musical, playful, and 
expressive

VERISIMILITUDES semblance of truth, probability? the 
extent to which the literature imitates life

VISUALIZATIONS when the performer places the objects 
(or the persons, or the scene) of the literature 
clearly in the mind's eye so that he/she can respond 
to them profoundly? the imagination bodying forth? 
clearly seeing what you are saying

VOCAL CAESURAs a voice technique by which a performer 
signals to the audience that he/she is concluding^ 
The last phrases are retarded, longer pauses are 
inserted, the pitch moves slowly downward, and the 
audience hears "this is the end of the pieceSM



A Drumlin Woodchuck*11
==Robert. Frost

One thing has a shelving bank.
Another a rotting plank.
To give it cozier skies
And make up for its lack of size*
My own strategic retreat 
Is where two rocks almost meet.
And still more secure and snug,
A two-door burrow I dug0
With those in mind at my back 
I can sit forth exposed to attack 
As one who shrewdly pretends 
That he and the world are friends <,
All we who prefer to live 
Have a little whistle we give.
And flash, at the least alarm 
We dive down under the farm*

We allow some time for guile 
And don't come out for a while 
Either to eat or drink.
We take occasion to think*

And if after the hunt goes past 
And the double-barreled blast 
(Like war and pestilence 
And the loss of common sense),

If I can with confidence say 
That still for another day.
Or even another year,
I will be there for you, my dear.

It will be because, though small 
As measured against the All,
I have been so instinctively thorough 
About my crevice and burrow*



"The Young Ionia"
— John Frederick Mims

If you could come on the late train for 
The same walk 

Or a hushed talk by the fireplace 
When the ash flares 

As a heart could (if a heart would) to 
Recall you„

To recall all in a long 
Look, to enwrap you 

As it once had when the rain streamed on the 
Fall air.

And we knew, then, it was all wrong,
It was love lost 

And a year lost of the few years we 
Account most—

But the bough blew and the cloud 
Blew and the sky fell 

From its rose ledge on the wood0s rim to 
The wan brook.

And the clock read to the half-dead 
A profound page 

As the cloud broke and the moon spoke and the 
Door shook—

If you could come, and it meant come at the 
Steep price 

We regret yet as the debt swells 
In the nighttime 

And the could come, if you could hum in 
The skull8 s drum 

And the limbs writhe till the bed 
Cries like a hurt thing—

If you could— ah but the moon0 s dead and the 
Clock0 s dead*

For we know nows we can give all 
But it won't do.

Mot the day's length nor the black strength nor 
The blood's flusho 

What we took once for a sure thing.
For delight's right.

For the clear eve with its wild star in 
The sunset.
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We would have back at the old 
Cost, at the old grief 

And we beg love for the same pain==for 
Last chancel 

Then the god turns with a low 
Laugh (as the leaves hush)

But the eyes ice and there0s no twice: 
Benign gaze 

Upon some woe but on ours no„
And the leaves rush0

a

the



POINT OP VIEW CONTINUUM
1st person minor

participant
non-
participant

omniscient j limited | 
"timniscient

3rd person

~-major — tends to be L ——no — all knowing — knows some — most
participant. somewhat participa "the Centra] but not objective.
major more tion Intelligence all ' most
character in objective — we' wonder — seems to — may be int<i removed
the story he and not as where he know about the minds — involved in
is telling prejudiced gets his simulta of one or “objective

— most "inside as 1st informatior neous two of the reality"
the story" person incidents characters — usually very

— Usually very occurring but not credible•
credible in separate all -non-

— most sub locations dramatised
jective action

— dramatised
action

_ _  ,
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MGLES OF FOCUS

THE
INTERPRETER I

)IENCE
(as nar/ator-dir^ct. addr^-qs)

J  as ^ as ^  I  jj  a s 4f ^  as
{character character character character

A 8 B c D
addressing addressing addressing addressing
B,C,D A,C,D J J A,B,D A,B,C

(back wall-=~point, where focus of interpreter is directed)

POETRYg usually no character focust but can “image1* the 
scene on the back wall*

PROSE8 utilises direct address focus (usually when the 
narrator speaks) and off-stage focus (when the 
characters speak) and ”image“ of the scene.

DRAMAs utilises off-stage focus, on-stage focus (when 
two or more interact— duo interpretation) and 
“imaging” of the scene„
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"The Test"
— Angelica Gibbs

On the afternoon Marian took her second driver's test, 
MrSo Ericson went with her 0 “It's probably better to have 
someone a little older with you,” Mrs,, Ericson said as 
Marian slipped into the friver's seat beside her 0 "Perhaps 
the last time your Cousin Bill made you nervous, talking too 
much on the way0"

“Yes,-Ma'am," Marian said in her soft unaccented voice 0  

“They probably do like it better if a white person shows 
up with you.o “

“Oh, I don't think it's that," Mrs<> Ericson began, and 
subsided after a glance at. the girl's set profiles Marian 
drove the car slowly through the shady suburban streets0 It 
was one of the first hot days in June, and when they reached 
the boulevard they found it crowded with cars headed for the 
beaches*

“Do you want me to drive?" Mrs* Ericson asked* “I'll 
be glad to if you're feeling jumpy*“ Marian shook her head* 
MrSo Ericson watched her dark, competent hands and wondered 
for the thousandth time how the house had ever managed to 
get along without her, or how she had lived through those 
earlier years when her household had been presided over by 
a series of slatternly white girls who had considered house-= 
work demeaning and the care of children an added insult*
“You drive beautifully, Marian,” she said* "Now, don't 
think of the last time* Anybody would slide on a steep hill 
on a wet day like that*”

"It takes four mistakes to fluck you," Marian said*
“I don't remember doing all the things the inspector marked
down on my blank*"

"People say that they only want you to slip them a 
little something," Mrs* Ericson said doubtfully*

"No," Marian said* “That would only make it worse,
Mrs* Ericson, I know*"

The car turned right, at a traffic signal, into a side
road and slid up to the curb at the rear of a short line of
parked cars* The inspectors had not arrived yet*

"You have the papers?” Mrs* Ericson asked* Marian took 
them out of her bags her learner's permit, the car regis
tration, and her birth certificate* They settled down to 
the dreary business of waiting*
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"It will be marvellous to have someone dependable to 
drive the children to school every day," Mrs 0 Ericson said* 

Marian looked up from the list of driving requirements 
she had been studying,, "It'll make things simpler at the 
house# won't it?” she said,,

“Oh# Marian#" Mrs„ Ericson exclaimed# “if I could only 
pay you half of what you're worth'"

"How, Mrse Ericson#" Marian said firmly* They looked 
at each other and smiled with affection*

Two cars with official insignia on their doors stopped 
across the street* The inspectors leaped out# very brisk 
and military in their neat uniforms* Marian's hands tighten 
on the wheel* "There's the one who flunked me las time#" 
she whispered# pointing to a stocky# self-important man who 
had begun to shout directions to the driver at the head of 
the line* "Oh# Mrs* Ericson*“

“Now# Marian#" Mrs* Ericson said* They smiled at each 
other again# rather weakly*

The inspector who finally reached their car was not the 
stocky one but a genial, middle-aged man who grinned broadly 
as he thumbed over their papers* Mrs* Ericson started to 
get out of the car* "Don't you want to come along?" the 
inspector asked* "Mandy and I don't mind company.”

Mrs* Ericson was bewildered for a moment* "No#" she 
said# and stepped to the curb* "I might make Marian self-
conscious* She's a fine driver# Inspector*"

"Sure thing," the inspector said# winking at Mrs* 
Ericson* He slid into the seat beside Marian* "Turn right 
at the corner# Mandy-Lou*"

From the curb# Mrs* Ericson watched the car move 
smoothly up the street*

The inspector made notations in a small black book* 
"Age?" he inquired presently, as they drove along. 

"Twenty-seven*"
He looked at Marian out of the corner of his eye. “Old

enough to have quite a flock of pickaninnies# eh?”
Marian did not answer*
“Left at this corner," the inspector said# "and park 

between that truck and the green Buick*"
The two cars were very close together# but Marian 

sqeesed in between them without too much maneuvering*
"Driven before# Mandy-Lou?" the inspector asked*

“Yes# sir* I had a license for three years in 
Pennsylvania*"
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“Why do you want to drive a car?"
“My employer needs me to take her children to and from 

schoolo“
”Sure you don’t really want to sneak out nights to 

meet some young blood?" the inspector askedc He laughed 
as Marian shook her head,

“Let’s see you take a left at the corner and then turn 
around in the middle of the next block,“ the inspector said*
He began to whistle “Swanee Rivero“ “Make you homesick?" 
he askedo

Marian put out her hand, swung around neatly in the 
street, and headed back in the direction from which they 
had come 0 “Ho," she said* “I was born in Scranton, 
Pennsylvania*"

The inspector feigned astonishment0 "You-all ain’t 
Southern?" he asked* "Well, dog my cats if I didn’t think 
you-all came from down yondah*“

"No,sir," Marian said*
"Turn Onto Main Street and let’s see how you-all does 

in heavier traffic*"
They followed a line of cars along Main Street for 

several blocks until they came in sight of a concrete 
bridge which arched high over the railroad tracks*

"Read that sign at the end of the bridge," the inspector
said*

"’Proceed with caution* Dangerous in slippery weather,’" 
Marian said*

"You-all sho can read fine,” the inspector exclaimed* 
"Where d ’you learn to do that Mandy?"

“I got my college degree last year," Marian said* Her 
voice was not quite steady*

As the car crept up the slope of the bridge the inspec
tor burst out laughing* He laughed so hard he could 
scarcely give his next direction*

"Stop here," he said, wiping his eyes, "then start ”er 
up again* Mandy got her degree, did she? Dog my catsi"

Marian pulled up beside the curb* She put the car in 
neutral, pulled on the emergency/ waited a moment, and then 
put the car into gear again* Her face was set* As she 
released the brake her foot slipped off the clutch pedal and 
the engine stalled*

"Mow, Mistress Mandy," the inspector said, "remember 
your degree*"

"Damn y o u M a r i a n  cried* She started the car with a
jerk*
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The inspector lost his joviality in an instant*
"Return to the starting place please," he said, and made 
four very black crosses at random in the squares on Marian’s 
application blank*

Mrs * Ericson was waiting at the curb where they 
had left her* As Marian stopped the car, the inspector 
jumped out and brushed past her, his face purple* "What 
happened?" Mrs* Ericson asked, looking after him with 
alarm*

Marian stared down at the wheel and her lip trembled* 
"Oh, Marian, again?" Mrs * Ericson asked*
Marian nodded, "In a sort of different way," she said, 

and slid over to the right-hand side of the car*
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(MIDTERM EXAM)

Where You're At: An Intrapersona1
Inventory

Answer the four questions6 You may use personal 
examples, examples from classmates, notes, and/ 
or anything else that you may wish to integrate0  

Most important: THIMK, FEEL, RESPOND0

1 0 What have you learned about literature?

2 0 What have you learned about poetry?

3 0 What have you learned about oral interpretation?

4 0 What have you learned about yourself?
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(FINAL EXAM)
TO: my Oral Interpretation students

FROM: your instructor

DATE: (current)
RE: Final take-home Exam

The following pages contain your take-home final exam* 
I have indicated approximate time limitations for each 
question* Please time yourselves so that you spend no more 
than two hours completing this final*

Read each question carefully, then THINK, FEEL, and 
RESPOND*

Be witty, be brilliant, and have fun with the final4

PUT YOUR NAME ON THE BACK 
OF THE LAST PAGE OF THE EXAM*
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PART 01®; In your own words, briefly define each of the
following termss (30 minutes)

A) Persona (speaker)

B) Synecdoche 

Narrator 

Verisimilitude 

Aesthetic Distance 

Intentional Fallacy 

Caesura

H

K

Valance

Empathy

Focus

Locus
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PART TWO: Choose one of the three essay questions= Respond
to onee and one only, (30 minutes)

A) “The only thing that can serve the world is the 
reclaiming of the awareness of the worlds That0s 
what literature doeso By literature I mean the 
imagining of what has been lost and what can be 
found-—the imagining of who we are and the slow 
realization of it0"

Please respond to this statement, using class 
experiences, discussions, personal examples, 
and/or examples from literature in you response*

B) You are at a cocktail party among your peers in 
the year. 1-984* You are involved in a discussion 
of literature and someone in the discussion knows 
that you have taken this course and knows that you 
know something about literature and asks you to 
comment* The rest of the group knows very little 
about literature and some of them don't like it*
They look to you— what do you tell them? What 
things would you talk about? What examples, 
personal or from literature, would you give?

C) You are interviewing for a job in the year 1984*
The interviewer sees from your transcript that you 
have taken this course and asks you about literature* 
He/she doesn't like or know much about literature 
but is interested to know how you might apply what 
you learned in the class to the job* What kinds of 
things would you talk about? What would you 
emphasize? How would you tie it into this particu
lar job?
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PART THREEs Choose two of the five short questions, and
briefly discuss„ (10 minutes each)

A) What poem, short story, or drama have you read 
in this course that has impressed you? Why were 
you impressed?

B) What has been said in class discussion that has 
impressed you? Why will you try to remember it?

C) What features of literature have you learned and 
want to remember?

D) What have you learned while watching performances?

E) Generally, how do you feel about literature now 
as compared with when you entered this course?
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PART FOUR: Thought Question* (30 minutes)

You have been invited to perform and discuss the 
following poem in the class of your choice* Please 
tell mes
1 ) briefly about the class you are performing for

and why they would be interested in knowing 
about this poem?

2 ) what you would say about this poem?
3 ) how you would go about preparing this poem for

performance*
"Winter Quiet"

—‘-William Carlos Williams

Limb to limb, mouth to mouth
with the bleached grass
silver mist lies upon the back yards
among the outhouses*

The dwarf trees 
pirouette awkwardly to it—  
whirling round on one toe? 
the big tree smiles and glances

upwardj
Tense with suppressed excitement 
the fences watch where the ground 
has humped an aching shoulder for

the ecstasy*
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INTRODUCTION TO COURSE

TAKE TO CLASSg
A 0 required textbooks
B 0 syllabus
Co journal handout
Do process of performance handout
Eo sample journal (book)

1 0 Introduce self* provide office hours* telephone exten
sion* office location

2 0 Take class role
3 0 Distribute syllabus* read through with class and 

explain
4 0 Distribute journal handout and explain
So Distribute process of performance handout and explain

6 0  Explain assignment

Throughout class* stress the subjective nature of the 
course and the amount of work involved» Also stress 
the rewards and benefits of such a course0
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THE NATURE OF PERCEPTION

1# Show picture of "old woman/ 
young woman" perceptual test 
and ask class what they see 
(half the class usually will 
see the young woman while the 
other half will see the old 
woman)
— next ask the class who is 
right and who is wrong (this 
leads to a discussion of 
perceptual differences)

2. Our perceptions are the private, personal, internal 
responses we have to the external world which surrounds 
us; as such, our perceptions are very subjective 
— each of our perceptions are unique
— when others perceive differently from us, it doesn't 
mean that one is absolutely right and one is absolutely 
wrong, it simply means that each of us is different 
from every other
— not right, not wrong, but different.

3. What is perception?
— defined as the process of collecting, organizing, and 
interpreting sensory data into meaningful patterns 
— can be divided into three categories:
1 ) senses
2 ) frames-of-reference
3) expectancy

4. Senses
— the collecting of raw sensory data is accomplished 
with the organs that we call senses 
— the sense organs provide information like skin 
sensitivity, vision, smell, hearing, taste, balance 
and movement
— the senses are necessary because they pick up the 
information
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THE MATURE OF PERCEPTION (continued)

•=“the ability of the senses vary from person to person 
— some people have very sensitive senses of hearing, 
others taste,.etc 0

“■=it should not be surprising that people often disagree 
about how food tastes, whether it is too hot or too 
cold, whether a noise was soft or loud, etc, 

remember=«= senses pick up the information

5 0 Frames=of-reference
— once the raw data has been picked up by the senses, 
the data is organised and interpreted* This is where 
frames-of-reference come into play
— frames-of-reference are those factors that make up
YOW
— include the followings
1 ) knowledge (education)
2 ) age
3) culture
4) background (experience)
5) beliefs, attitudes, values
— these five factors will influence how you will perceive 
a given thing
— we all ‘perceive in terms of our background, experience, 
culture, etc* -A / V

6 o Expectancy / \ /  \
— show illustrations, ask yA Place. yBarefocX
the class what they see /in the\ /in the\
(students will usually /  the sun \  / the Park \
delete the second “the")
— human perception is affected by expectancy*
— past experiences make us expect to perceive certain 
things, as with the above illustration 
•==we see the phrases and expect to complete them in 
accord with our past experiences
— if you saw the phrases with just one"the", you saw 
them that way because that 0 s what you expected to see

7* People often say, “I call them as I see them*" It 
would be more accurate to say, "I call them as my 
senses, frame-of“reference, and expectancy have
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THE KftTSRE OF PERCEPTION (continued)

taught roa to see them*"
«=== remember that perception is our way of viewing the 
world
— a person does not respond to the real world, but 
to his/her perception of it
"-objects, things, events, and individuals exist in 
reality, but what we know and understand of reality 
is perceived and conceptualized reality 
— we can only approximate this reality through percep
tion
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PERSONALITY AMD PERSONALITY THEORY

lo Ask class how t h e y  individually define "personality”
==(answers/responses usually include "charm™„
“charisma”, "forceful", “assertive"„ “likeable" e 
"attractive", etc0)
“»=these are popular terms for personality but 
personality, according to the theorists, takes on a 
more neutral, universal definitions "what characterises 
an individual"

2 0 Personality can be defined as "the sum total of the
ways in which an individual characteristically reacts 
to and interacts with himself/herself and others" 
(Eimbardo and Ruch)
— our personality and perception of our personality 
guides our thinking, feeling, and behavior

3C As children we develop “naive personality theories", 
or individual systems of appraising and evaluating 
our personalities and those of others 
“-this is done because it is important to know who is 
friend and foe, to judge moods of those around us 
=“Our naive personality theories are based primarily 
on guesswork and intuition and observation and 
experience
=“all are subjectively based

4 0 As with perception, we tend to index other's person” 
alities in terras of our own
“=of course, we are normal personalities and we 
classify others as "normal" or “abnormal" according to 
us

So We all know that each of us has a unique personality, 
but it is important to know that all of our personal- 
ities develop in similar ways

6 0  There are numerous personality theories and if you're 
interested in the specifies, you might wish to 
investigate a psychology course
“-many theories agree that there are six systems which 
compose all of our personalities:
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PERSONALITY AND PERSONALITY THEORY (continued) "

1 ) temperaments biologically based? usually viewed
in a more negative sense? nervousa sensitive„ tense„ 
irritable? those that are more "placidly even" 
are said to have an “even temperament", while those 
who vacilate are said to be “temperamental"

2 ) traits a constant and consistent manner of behaving? 
traits include honesty, sincerity, etc*

3) moods a general, overriding;, sometimes constant 
sometimes temporary, emotional state

4) dispositions the person's tendency to act in a 
particular way? pleasant disposition, nasty 
disposition

3) habits persistent mode of behavior, generally
fixed, constant and automatic

6 ) attitudes encompasses values, beliefs, opinions
which are held toward objects and individuals

7 0 So personality is a very complex set of variables
~~as you may have noticed, personality is "I" centered, 
the individual is feature attraction 
— just as with perception, it is good to be aware of 
our own personalities? this helps us better understand 
who we are as well as to understand others
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KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

1 0 We all know what "knowledge" is? we are surrounded 
with forms of knowledge each and every day; most of 
us are in college to gain knowledge

2e How do we acquire knowledge?
1 ) by memorizing facts, data„ etc*
2 ) by constantly using bits of information (eg0 math, 

spelling, reading, typing— becomes almost 
automatic)

3o We know that most people can memorize data and
remember it for a short time as in memorising for an
exam
=—we know that most people become quite skilled with 
the use of common bits of information and as long as 
these things are used constantly/consistently, there 
is no problem with retention
=-=w@ know too that the long term types of knowledge 
acquisition occur when there is a genuine need or 
desire to know

4P Knowledge that we can truly integrate in our lives is 
the knowledge that remains with us 
— we have a "passion" or need to know*
— specialists often have a deep*=set passion to know 
about certain things in their feild? thus learning is 
not a "chore"

5 0 What we learn (when learning takes place) is often 
a result of a need
— the individual consciously or unconsciously recognizes 
this need and then works to satisfy it 
— when we say we know a certain thing, we often can 
associate with that knowledge an emotion— some form of 
affect that preceeds and accompanies the knowledge„
— in this way, knowledge and emotion are linked 
together
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SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM AND OVERVIEW OF SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM 
COMPONENTS

1 0 When we read literature # we are experiencing one of 
the most humanistic of the arts
““literature has the power to teach us what it really 
means to be human

2 0 In past literature and literary study courses, you 
have probably been involved in an area termed 
“criticism", often involving explication# word-by-word 
analysis, looking for the definitive meaning, purpose, 
intent of author, etc*
— you may also have been involved with reading criticism, 
written by those persons who have a very extensive 
literary background
— this sort of criticism is indeed valid, but there is 
another type of criticism, subjective criticism, which 
we will be exploring in this course

3 0 What is subjective criticism?
— defined as an organised study of the relationship 
between an individual and literature and the process 
which leads the individual to a greater awareness and 
understanding of himself/herself through the re-creative 
process of reading and experiencing literature

4 0 Subjective criticism then is reliant on the individual 
who meets and experiences the literature, rather than 
on the more objective methods of explication, etc 0  

^subjective criticism is a humanistic study with the 
individual, YOW, doing the re-creation of the literature 
and critically accessing it according to your personality, 
perception, and your need to know about the literature 
==subjective criticism is based on the idea that the 
emotion experienced in reading helps us to come to 
understand and know ourselves through the literature 
we experience

5<> To further illustrate this point, let0s talk briefly 
about thoughts and feelings
— thoughtss that which you publicly share with others? 
usually stated objectively? considered social, public.
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SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM AED OVERVIEW OF SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM 
COMPONENTS (continued)

and managable
==feelingss that which you hold internally? feelings 
are often called private, personal, and unwieldy

6 » In actuality, however, thought is really an extension 
of feeling
““■we first perceive something and formulate a feeling 
which always consists of a value judgment? is this 
acceptable or unacceptable according to what I value? 
-»~a feeling might be intrapersonally articulated as 
”1 like it” or ”1 don°t like it" but the “I" is always 
present in a statement of feeling
“=>when we wish to express publicly this feeling, we 
objectify it and state it in more objective terms:
"Isn't that an interesting painting?”
— your feeling and value judgment is implied in the 
expressed thought but not stated directly

7e This dichotomy between thought and feeling is a 
product of our society
““we learn from an early age not to speak constantly of 
our feelings? we are taught not to use the pronoun 
"I” in our scholarly work? we are taught that feelings 
have no place in education and these feelings should 
not be publicly shared

8 0 This objective trend/emphasis is slowly being reversed? 
in this class we will endeavor to speed up the process

9 0 Subjective criticism involves three components, all 
of which we will explore and experiment with in this 
course:
1 ) perception
2 ) affect
3) association
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THE PERCEPTION COMPONENT IN SliBJECTIWE CRITICISM

lo We know that perception differs from one individual 
to the next
=“=we know that our perception is greatly influenced by 
our personality and frames-of"reference

2 0 Our perception of literature is important
■— in subjective criticism, the perception component 
is the first step
— when we read literature we perceive it in a very 
subjective way— we combine our experiences with the 
experiences presented in the literature

3 0 The aim of this component is to illustrate what you 
individually see within the literature or perhaps 
what the author says to you within the work and to 
understand how and why each of us sees differently

4* With the perception component, we are trying to 
illustrate two things:
1 ) that each of us sees something in the literature

that all the rest of us sees is there
2 ) that each of us has a special way of seeing

something, which gives the perception of the 
literature its own personalised character

5o When you work with the perception component you will 
re-write, in prose form, a poem
— in doing so, it is very important to remember that 
you are airing your own perceptions— there are no 
rights and no wrongs, just differences
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THE AFFECTIVE RESPONSE COMPONENT IN SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM

1 0 The affeetivd'"response is the second component of 
feeling in subjective criticism
■==this component seeks to explore the affect felt by 
the individual ~
““in"this component» you will be doing more than 
retelling"a poem (although perception is still a 
factor) g you will be describing the actual affect you 
experience when reading the literature

2o What is affect?
““affect is a raw„ gut-level emotion that we usually 
express in-familiar terms
““the affect generates our primal emotions such as 
love, hate, jealousy, anger, etc*
““affect is most always accompanied by physiological 
changes, such as increased heartrate, increased 
respiration, and perspiration
““affect is a feeling and because a feeling is 
associated with a value judgment, affect is the most 
honest and subjective response that an individual can 
produce

3 0 When formulating your affective responses, you will be 
examining what you experience when you read a piece 
of literature

4 0 Because affect is a busic emotion, your responses may 
most easily be described in terms of a past experience 
or relationship*
““don't be put off or intimidated by this"=l@t it be 
spontaneous, but remember to concentrate on the affect
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T H E  ASSOCIATIVE RESPONSE COMPONENT IN SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM

lo The associative response is the third component of 
subjective criticism
““this level naturally stems from the affective 
component

2 0 Here you will link your affective response with an 
association from your personal experience 
=— you Will be concentrating on extending the affect 
you fell with an experience in which you had the same 
or similar affect

3 0 The associative response is the most difficult to
produce„ but it is also the most personally beneficial 
response
“-this response yeiIds to you the most information 
about yourself

4o Don't be put=off if you should revert to a more 
objective stance
““this really is natural because we all have been 
taught to be objective
““with patience and discipline you will be able to 
achieve the associative response
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WHAT IS ART?

lo The term “art" is applied to objects both natural and 
artificial
--naturals mountains, trees, The Grand Canyon, the 
human mind
— -artificials painting, sculpture, music, dance, 
literature
— natural art exists purely for its own sake, although 
as human beings we enjoy it as well 
— artificial art exists fors
1 ) the artist’s expression
2 ) to fulfill man’s need for the contemplation of 

beauty
3) of and for itself

2C Art, whether it be natural or artificial, is a 
perception of the receiver/viewer
— because one person doesn’t perceive an object as art, 
does not mean it doesn’t exist for others as art

3<> When we think in terms of art, we tend to think in 
terms of beauty0.
— in order to perceive beauty in works of art, we must 
see it in terms ofs
1 ) function (an end in itself for the artist)
2 ) being (existing of and for itself and others)

4C Beauty may exist in an object whether or not we perceive 
it to be beautiful
— James Joyce— three criteria for the determination of 
beauty:
1 ) integrity— the unity or "oneness" of the object
2 ) harmony— the proper proportion and relationships 

of the parts to one another and to the integrity 
of the whole work of art

3 ) individuation— the unique qualities of the work 
of beauty (what sets it apart from something else)
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WH&T IS LITERATURE?

lo “Literature is almost coextensive with life itself0” 
(William Grace)
— literature is a creative work of art, an object 
created by an artist
— it is not merely an idea, a theory or a system of 
thought, although ideas, theories, and systems of 
thought often enter into it

2o Literature has two primary purposess
1 ) literature, like art, fulfills man 0 s need for the 

contemplation of beauty
2 ) literature serves as a communication model from 

which the reader may draw and build upon the 
artist8s creation to generate new ideas and further 
life's experience (subjective re-creation)

— defined in such a way, literature and life ARE 
coextensive? one depends upon the other for existence 
and extension

3 0 The material out of which the human artist creates is 
the experience of life
— Aristotle defined art as MIMESIS, or a "heightened 
imitation of experience”
— the function of literature is to make a heightened 
or selective imitation of life through the medium of 
literature (literary art)

4« The value of literature depends partly upon the degree 
to which the imitation of life is heightened or 
selected and to what degree the experience of the 
reader is heightened or selected

5o The importance of literature in relation to the life 
of the reader is that literature concentrates our 
impressions of certain areas of human experience 
— literature is often considered “vicarious” (in place 
of)
— literature gives us a special knowledge of life that 
is not identical with the real experience but provides 
a profitable supplement in terms of intellectual and 
critical values
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WHAT IS LITERATURE? (continued)

60 Literature is not merely a craft or technique ? it is 
a focal point where the leading concepts of other 
subjects— history, philosophy, science--are expressed 
in terms of concrete human experience, where these 
matters deeply touch what it means to be human
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WHAT IS ORAL INTERPRETATXQW?

10 Oral interpretation is a hybrid art form, dating back 
to ancient Greek and Roman times 
— oral interpretation is the combination of two 
complementary art forms: man and literature

20 Man has created and employed literature as a
vehicle of self-expression, a vehicle by which and 
through'which he exposes his inner-most reality 
— man gives to literature meaning, depth, fantasy, 
purpose and being
— literature therefore is the manifestation of man's 
interpersonal and intrapersonal experience

3C literature has lent a hand in the creation and 
employment of man
--literature serves as the agency through which 
man is free to express and extend himself 
— literature permits man to recognize his ultimate 
meaning, depth, fantasy, purpose and being

4 0 The process of oral interpretation begins when man 
(the interpreter) connects with literature 
— the interpreter re-creates the experience presented 
within the literature and uses voice, body, sound, 
gesture, etc 0 to introduce the experience of the 
literature to others

50 Oral interpretation is a demanding art
— much work is involved to make an interpretation 
effective both for the interpreter and the audience 
— but it is a highly rewarding art form
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SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM AND ART/ LITERATURE, AND ORAL 
INTERPRETATION

le We have looked at subjective criticism, art, literature, 
and oral interpretation
— thus far we have discussed these topics as being 
mutually exclusive
— why do we, or how do we put them together?

2 0 We know that all the arts are subjective in nature 
— the meaning/value is primarily dependent on the 
reader/observant/participant

3 0 Literature is an art form, artificial, created by an 
artist
— it is a subjective creation of some idea of the 
artist

4C Oral interpretation is a hybrid art form which is a
process by which the interpreter re-creates the artist°s 
creation for public sharing

5„ Subjective criticism is a tool for the reader/interpreter 
to come to understand himself/herself in this processQ
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THE NATURE OF POETRY '

10 We all knot* what "poetry" is— =■ short lines on the page* 
sometimes rhyming, sometimes making sense 
■==probably your first encounter with poetry was with 
rhymes such as Mother Goose

2 0 How many of you like or enjoy reading poetry?
=“ (when this question is asked of the class, a very 
small percentage will agree or admit to liking to 
read poetry)
-==at this point 2  share my own personal experiences 
with poetry? poetry for roe has come to be therapeutic

3 0 The poetic form differs from prose
— prose writing is more "everyday", more pedestrian
language
“—poetry is compact, distilled and concentrated 
— the more the language is concentrated, the closer 
it is to poetry0

4 0 Poetry leaves much unsaid, leaves much up to the 
reader
-“the poet organises an unorganised group of thoughts
and feelings that exist within all of us

5 o A poem is an experience, not a meaning
— how a poem means is easier to articulate than what the
poem means
““it is not possible to reduce a poem down to a meaning
any smaller or different than the poem itself 
--the poem means what the poem says to you, other 
meanings would not be in the poem at all, but would 
make up something else

60 To be alive is to participate in life
““participation with a poem is providing food for the 
soul and a chance for the unconscious to breathe 
“-poetry allows us to exercise our mental capacities 
and our imagination

7<> Part of our pleasure with poetry is that" it is both 
rhythmic and musical.
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THE NATURE OF POETRY (continued)

— rhythm is universal? we respond to rhythmic beats 
(heartbeat, breathing, sound, etc,,) and have done 
so since our development in our mother 8 s womb 
— children sing and chant rhythmic verse, blind people 
often rock for rhythm, elderly people repeat rhythmic 
verse? we march to rhythm in parades and processions? 
prisoners beat in rhythm on bars, we sing “I am not 
afraid", which has a definite rhythm 
-— poetry is musical, not sing-songy, but melodic

8 0  Poetry applies words to our situations, to the
conditions of being in which we find ourselves* By 
doing this, it gives us pleasure because it helps us 
verbalise our state of mind

9o We might say that there are three basic qualities of 
poetry:
1 ) musicality
2 ) playfulness
3) expressiveness
— not all poems are equally musical, or equally play
ful, or equally expressive
— not all poems are necessarily musical, playful, or 
expressive in the same way
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PERCEPTION RESPONSE TO ROBERT FROST0S POEM

It is impossible to anticipate and outline the 
nature and types of responses that will be 
offered by the students,. This writer has found it 
advantageous to formulate, beforehand, a perception 
response of the poem to be shared with the class 
during this lecture/discussion,,
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SELECTING LITERATURE FOR PERFORMANCE

lo Based on "consumption theory”==the more you consume„ 
the better taste and feel you develop

2<> Literature should get at an essence of the human 
condition
==you are the best index in the selection process

3 0 The literature might contain a new twist or new way of 
looking at an old problem
— stated or expressed in a new/different way

4 0 Monroe Beardsley’s "Aesthetic Criteria"$
1 ) unity of the whole -
2 ) intensity*=«=builds to something
3) complexity— levels of meaning

5 0 .Charlotte Lee’s “Extrinsic Elements of Literature" %

1 ) universality
2 ) individuality
3) associational value or suggestion
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FOCWS

lo Oral interpretation must establish the physical, vocal 
and emotional experience inherent within the 
literature

2 0 Tools of the performers

2 ) body (costume)
3) movement
4) gestures
5) light
6 ) sound
7) placement

3o The four types of focuss
1) Direct addresss direct into the eyes of the 

audience? “Master of Ceremonies"? narrator in 
literature, speech-maker, some characters in plays 
(not many~==OWR TOWN, SKIN OF OUR TEETH) ? often 
the chorus in Greek Drama

3) Offstage focuss gives a location (imaginary) for
the scene ? place where lines of focus intersect
is where the action of the scene is? audience
believes like magic? you as speaker “see" or “find" 
the scene out front (back wall) offstage? not in

1 ) voice

2) Onstage focuss characters maintain direct eye 
contact with each other? usually reserved for 
full theatrical productions rather than oral 
interpretation
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FOCWS (continued)

the audiences11 eyes, perhaps slightly above their 
heads (angle up)? with good concentration, seeing 
the character is easy? see the person you are 
speaking to, listen to that person? move in a 
horizontal plane on the stage, react as you would
naturally

( B&tk suJall)
4) Mixed focuss on and offstage focus? requires a 

great deal of experimentation to get right, to 
make believable
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HOW TO DETERMINE THE SOUND AND GESTURE OF THE SPEAKER

10 things to do when first approaching the literatures
1 ) look at the title to see what implication it might 

have
2) look at the line divisions
3) read the literature for flow,, looking for natural

breaks in thought patterns (caesurasp enjarabmant)
4) look for clues within the literature to find 

suggestions for the characterization of the 
speaker

20 Asks
1 ) who is the speaker? age? sese?
2) what is the speaker8s tone, mood, attitude?
3) who is the speaker talking to? himself? others?
4) is the literature public or private?
5) what is the posture and gesture of the speaker?
6 ) is the speaker formal or informal in language?

3© Beverly Whitaker°s four categoriess
1) certainties==definite clues from the literature
2 ) . probabilities^can develop case by line analysis
3) 'possibilities—-intuitive feeling that is not really

found in the literature
4) distortions-=-complete distortion of the literature 

(must, however, take into consideration the 
interpreter0 s perception)
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AFFECTIVE RESPONSE TO JOHN FREDERICK NIMS0 POEM

It is impossible to anticipate and outline the 
nature and types of responses that will be offered 
by the students0 This writer has found it 
advantageous to formulate, beforehand, an affective 
response of the poem to be shared with the class 
during this lecture/discussion0
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PROSE FICTION

lo Aristotle set down three traditional forms of 
literatures
1 ) poetic (tells)
2 ) dramatic (shows)
3) epic (narration/shows and tells)
—=we are dealing with the epic in prose fiction

2 0 The word “fiction" comes from the latin word "fingere"
meaning to make or shape
=>“the word "fact” comes from the latin word “facere" 
meaning to make or do
“«=we associate fact with reality and truth
“—we associate fiction with unreality and falsehood

3 0 Fiction can be divided into four categories?
1 ) history““£iction based on fact
2 ) realism-“the way things are
3) romantic-— -the way things should be (ideal)
4) £antasy““£ar out, exaggerated, to make a comment 

about history, realism, and/or romanticism

4 0 Trends in American fictions
1 ) 18th and 19th centurys pretty much standard

problem/solution? had definite beginning, middle,

2 ) 2 0 th centurys hybrid form of fiction? linear 
model? what really .happens in the story? has a 
beginning, middle, and end, but not necessarily in 
that order? also open-ended story

. A  ____________

5 0 2 0 th century contemporary fiction (post-modern— after 
World War II?
— is rarely reality? more surrealistic 
“-subjectivity of the narrator is the only constant 
factor in 2 0 th century fiction
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PROSE FICTION (continued)

"-the anti-hero becomes important? moves away from the 
norm
— anti-hero represents us in real situations involving 
the mind? has more freedom? we are on top of a building 
looking down on the anti-hero, watching him run his 
mase

6 0 All prose fiction is characterized by having a narrator, 
who tells us the story? story-threader, story-teller 
— three qualities a narrator might haves
1 ) relationship with other characters
2 ) relationship within the narrator
3) relationship/interaction with the audience (reader)

7 0 Three qualities of a GOOD narrators
1 ) credibility (believability)
2 ) substance (depth)
3) intelligence
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HOW TO SCRIPT/CWT A STORY

Xo We don 0 1 cut poetry very often because of the tight 
way in which it is structured

2 0 What we actually do to a story is called “adaptation" 
a=we are taking it from one medium (printed page) to 
another (oralisation) 0 and therefore certain things 
within aren't as necessary for the oral interpreter's 
audience as for the silent reader

3 0 Prose can be divided into:
1 ) scene-— the actual dialogue between/among characters
2 ) summary-rapid summation
3) description— details of something— action„ descrip

tion of an object or event
4„ What to cut:

1 ) descriptive passages can often be reduced— these 
are usually the finest examples of an author's 
writing style„ but are long and involved and often 
take too much time away from the basic plot or 
theme

2 ) tag lines— the “he saids"? should leave the first 
few to establish character placement, so that the 
audience knows who is speaking

3) in many stories there is a main plot (the 
chronological line of thought in a story) and 
several subplots
— in scripting, especially within a time limit, you 
must decide whether to keep only the main plot or 
integrate main plot with subplot, or subplot only

5. Guiding light:
— concentrate on what you are keeping in the story, 
not on what you are cutting



ASSOCIATIVE RESPONSE TO D0 H 0 LAWRENCE0 S SHORT STORY

It is impossible to anticipate and outline the 
nature and types of responses that will be 
offered by the students» This writer has found 
it advantageous to formulate, beforehand, an 
associative response of the short story to be 
shared with the class during this lecture/ 
discussion,.
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DRAMA

1 . 1 ) poetry tells
2 ) prose shows and tells
3) drama shows
=— draraa has no narrative element„ no one but the 
characters to show the action 
— drama is "now"

2 0 Characters in a situation without a narrator have no 
one to intervene between the action and the audience 
— the plot is revealed by dialogue and action 
— everything the audience knows they must learn from 
what and how the characters say and do

3o With no narrative voice to give description, you must 
make the characters distinct
— this is accomplished by the use of vocal and physical 
techniques
— what does the character sound like? what is his age, 
sex* attitude, mood?
— what does the character look like? tall, short, 
fat, thin? how does he move, act?

4 0 Try to construct the character physically and vocally 
early in preparation so that you feel comfortable 
with him/her
— often times helpful to act out the characters in 
front of a mirror? this allows for muscle memory 
(the muscles of your body will remember the overt 
action) and visual memory (your brain will record 
the movements so you will know what it looks like 
and will be better able to suggest the movement

5* The key to the interpretation of drama is suggestion 
— suggest action, movement, age, etc*

6 0 Focus is also crucial in drama interpretation
— must make sure that each character has a specific 
line of focus which must remain consistent throughout
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ASSOCIATIVE RESPONSE TO TOM STOPPARD8 S PLAY

It is impossible to anticipate and outline the 
nature and types of responses that will be offered 
by the students. This writer has found it 
advantageous to formulate, beforehand, an 
associative response to the play to be shared with 
the class during this lecture/discussion.
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ROSENCRftNTZ AMD GUILDEMSTERN ARE DEAD OVERVIEW

lo first performed at the Edinburgh Festival in 1966
— first professional performance in London in April„ 
1967
■— the first American performance was in October* 1967* 
in New York at the Alvin Theatre

2 0 The characters of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern were 
created by William Shakespeare and they appeared as 
courtiers in the play Hamlet
— in fact* the main characters of Hamlet (Claudius* 
Hamlet* Polonius* Horatio* Ophelia* Gertrude* and the 
Platers) also appear in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead  .

3 0 If you know Hamlet or were to read it* you would
find that much of the dialogue between Rosencrantz 
and Guildenstern in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are 
Dead has bearing or resemblance to the dialogue in 
Hamlet

4 0 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead shows the two
main characters outside of their natural surroundings * 
but occasionally involved in the Hamlet situation* 
cautious of the action of the court of Elsinore* and 
finally* when they become useless to the plot* they 
vanish into the background

5 0 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead is written in a
style similar to Shakespeare.”s grandiose style 
— the language is flowing and elequent

6 0 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern involve themselves in some 
very profound dialogues
— play is termed "philosophical" by some who read it 
because of the depth of the two main character's 
inquiries into life
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th e o r a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n p r o g r a m

1 . A program is an arrangement of selected pieces of 
literature which are read aloud and illuminated 
with comments
«— a program is “part said" 1 and “part read" meaning 
that you have an introduction and transitions 
intertwined with the literature
— what is said and what is read are bound together 
with a specific purpose

2e Kinds of literature to use:
1 ) all poetry program
2 ) all prose program
3) all drama program
4) mixture of prose and poetry program
5) mixture of prose and drama program
6 ) mixture of prosepoetry, and drama program
7 ) mixture of poetry and drama program

3 0 Types of programs:
1 ) author-centered: the focus of the program is on

one author? some aspect of his content or style,
such as his themes, his characters, humor, 
philosophy, etc 0

— examples: Sherwood Anderson, Truman Capote,
William Faulkner, Sylvia Plath, Mark Twain, Anne 
Sexton, Eudora Welty, etc*

2 ) theme-centered: every piece of literature should
he focused around a central theme or idea 
— examples: nature. Fathers, childhood, war, role
reversal, the creation of literature, love, the 
south, poetry and music, women in war, women, 
folk literature, etc 0

4a Time Limits
— the program must fit within a ten minute time limit 
so it will be necessary, especially when using prose 
and drama, to cut/script
— make sure the literature you select fits within this 
time limit
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